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Greece is among the most unique
countries in the world. Its thousands of
years old culture and civilization, natural
beauty, and unique climate are what
make a person fall in love with Greece at
the first sight. If you add in the exceptional
gastronomy along with the friendliness of
the Greek people, Greece is in all aspects
definitely a special destination.
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Luxury tourism is a new, upcoming sector in Greece
and there are only a handful of companies that
possess the appropriate resources and expertise to
handle VIP planning and luxury event management
services.
The new flagship store is inside the Hilton Athens
and combines all brands of the Luxury Group: Greek
Luxury Concierge, Greek Luxury Products and
Luxury Boutique. Luxury Group is currently preparing
new stores in Mykonos and Santorini and already
have representative offices with strong partners in
Monaco, Los Angeles and Miami.
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Being the oldest and largest concierge and travel
service provider in Greece, we have had the chance
to assist, over the last few years, a lot of customers
coming from different regions and countries of the
world. These customers have become loyal, and
with most of them we have established long standing
friendships.
The most crucial and essential element is the quality
of the services provided. Our team manages to deliver
any product or service requested in a short timeframe
and with almost no prior notice, while making sure
that we maintain the standards of our group.
Luxury Concierge was also founded as a luxury
products specialist and established “Greek Luxury
Products” in 2015, the newest member of the
company. We have gathered together a palette of
the best international products, providing a variety of
premium gourmet products to each client.
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Included are the finest Greek products such as oil,
olives and honey, along with wild artichokes from
Crete or greyhound from Corfu, which are sought after
by connoisseurs. Wild fresh white and black truffles,
the award-winning farmed caviar of both Russian and
Siberian sturgeon, and rare seafood are all available
for next-day delivery in Greece and Europe.
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Greece used to be famous for its extra virgin olive oil,
the olives, honey, and so on, but now a whole variety
of more upscale products have been added to its
gastronomic repertoire: early harvest olive oil; vanilla
honey from Mainalon PDO, the only similar honey to
the Australian manuka honey; wild strawberries from
Corfu; and the amazing Aegean Sea fish and seafood,
which due to the properties of the sea and the climate
have a unique taste.
Among the landmark products we represent
exclusively for Greece and Cyprus it’s worth
mentioning No1 Rosemary Water from London, which
has its origins in a small village in Italy and, hundreds
of years later, has become the hottest super-herb
infused water in Europe. Victoria Beckham, Stella
McCartney and Anna Wintour are just a few lovers of
rosemary water. Rosemary has a secret … and we
invite you all to discover it.
In the last few years, there has been a new
gastronomical entry to Greece: the world-renowned
caviar. Since ancient times and the era of Archistratus,
the first chef of Antiquity, Greeks have shown a great
interest in sturgeon eggs coming from the Black Sea.
Now, 2,500 years later, caviar is coming back, not
as an imported product but via domestic production.
Thesauri, which is the company that has started
farming and producing the very first Greek caviar,
chose the coast of Amvrakikos on which to build its
ultra-modern facilities, ensuring an endless source of
clean water of the highest quality.
However, what makes Greece important and well
known for its products is the diamond of gastronomy:
the truffle.
The ancient Romans used to request truffles from
Greece and especially from Mytilini, as they were
considered to be products of the highest quality.
Since the second millennium BC, mushrooms were
known for their therapeutic properties. According to
Plutarch, truffles were made out of clay that had been
baked by lightning.
Greek truffles are highly competitive because of their
price and excellent quality, and are therefore exported
to Europe and America.
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LUXURY GROUP
Luxury Group is the oldest and largest bespoke travel services and event management company
in Greece, offering unique lifestyle management & bespoke luxury services to VIP and High-Networth Individuals.
The group was founded by specialists in the field of luxury travel services in Greece & worldwide,
in order to address the demand for tailor-made travel and concierge services.
The group started its operation in 2013 inside the legendary Astir Palace, which is the landmark
of the Athens Riviera and is currently under renovation as it will be opening soon as the first
Four Seasons in Greece. The Group operates two main offices in Greece. The headquarters
are located in the area of Kolonaki, at Akadimias Street, right at the very heart of the historical
center of Athens. Since July 2017, we opened our flagship store within the iconic Hilton Athens
Hotel. It is worth to be noted that we were the first company to undertake outsourcing concierge
services for hotels belonging to international chains like the one of Starwood (Astir Palace was
part of the Luxury Collection and the Westin as well) and currently the one of Hilton.
We also operate an office in London and three representative offices in Monaco, Florida and
Miami. Through our experience, we gained the last years, we managed to create a VIP clientele
from around the globe.
The services provided are not only based in the Greek territory, but all over the world. Every
client, is a different case for us and that is the main reason why, all of our services are completely
tailor-made and customized.
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Travels & Private Flights: we provide 24 hours airline ticket bookings & private jet charters. Our exclusive
partner, Lifeline Aviation, is the only company in Greece that maintains a fully equipped fleet of privately
owned lear jets while Superior Air and Magna Aviation offer luxury helicopters with base in Mykonos,
Athens & Santorini.
Luxury Car Rental & VIP Transferring Services: we provide bespoke transportation services with
professional drivers and private security. Our company may even cater for large transportation requests
as we currently hold a partnership with Carky, through which we have access to a fleet of more than 200
luxury cars and vans in Athens, Mykonos and other destinations in Greece.
Villa Rentals: we have access to some of the most prestigious properties in Athens Riviera, Mykonos, Porto
Heli and other islands suitable for both accommodation and special events. However, Luxury Concierge
has broaden its horizons and has managed to select a vast amount of luxurious properties in various
cosmopolitan locations such as: Marbella, Ibiza, St. Tropez, Monaco, Nice, Sorrento, Capri, Bodrum, etc.
Many of our properties are available for viewing in our website and, furthermore we have access to a large
portfolio of properties which are available for rent on special occasions and events on request.
Luxury Yachts & Sailing Boat Charters: our company maintains connections with hundreds of worldwide
yacht owners and may cater for yachts up to 80 meters with competitive pricing.
We have access to large vessels that are suitable to carry a big number of passengers while we can also
book directly some of the largest yachts in the world.
City tours & local partnerships: we organize bespoke city tours in the main places of interest of Athens
and Greece. We maintain strong relations with local authorities and may cater for special requests including
archeological or other public sites that are suitable for the organization of events.
Personal Shopping: with our high-end portfolio of international and local high-end brands we provide to
clients a unique shopping experience. From the first consultation with one of our fashion experts to the
whole shopping experience, everything is taken care of by Luxury Concierge, in order for the client to get
the most out of the shopping.
Bespoke Events Planning: we offer a full concierge & event planning service on a global basis with
representatives on the ground that are able to assist with the most demanding VIP requirements. Our
expertise team has undertaken lots of corporate and lifestyle management events, while being able to
provide a wide range of unique activities and performances, completely customized and tailor made based
on the needs and demands of our customers.
Security Services: our company can provide οur clientele with reliable and discreet Security Service that
is available on a 24/7 basis in Athens and many other destinations around Europe. From Home Security to
Transfers, Events Security and Body Guarding Services, our company is able to assist you in any occasion.
Our team of experts is available to travel and assist you in the most popular destinations in Greece as well
as in Italy, United Kingdom and the Mediterranean area. Our executives are experienced both in the local
and international markets and are highly trained in order to create an experience that is exclusively tailormade on you.
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Luxury Boutique was established in 2013 inside the legendary Arion Resort & Spa, Astir Palace. The store featured a variety
of luxury brands such as Missoni, Vilebrequin, VERTU Luxury Mobile Phone and many more.
Only a few years after, in 2016, the Island Shop opened its doors to all clients of the famous Island Club & Restaurant. It
was the very first club-restaurant pop-up store in Greece. The brand new concept was highly successful and renown by
hundreds of jetteseters and elite from every and each corner of the world. The store operates only during the summer season
and is highly inspired by Villa Romana in St. Tropez.
In 2017, Luxury Group launched the flagship store of the group inside the Hilton Athens Hotel, where it currently carries
a series of rare jewellery of famous artists, silk scarves and accessories for interior decoration. During the month of June,
Luxury Group proudly announced its new collaboration with the legendary ambassador of eyewear, Linda Farrow. The first
Linda Farrow Shop in a Shop in Athens, is ready to welcome all fans of the designer.
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PETROSSIAN
GREEK LUXURY PRODUCTS
CAVIAR, TRUFFLES & MORE

Greek Luxury Products is the newest member of Luxury Group, been established in 2016.
Primarly, it represented the ever first farmed and produced Greek Caviar, Thesauri among
with a selection of fresh, wild Greek truffles of all kinds. Greek Luxury Products started
collaborating with yachts, restaurants and five star hotels not only in Athens, but in Santorini
and Mykonos as well. Due to the high demand and the lack of luxury gourmet products, soon
enough Greek Luxury Products, started looking for new products with a unique story telling
and great potentials to be launched in the Greek Market.
In July 2017, when the first flagship store opened inside the iconic Hilton Athens Hotel, the
expertise team of Greek Luxury Products, launched a special series of their own handmade
products, that became known really fast. The series, consists of a range of Greek products which have been collected in a traditional
way, coming from various regions of Greece. The products come in packs of 100 gr or 200 gr ideal for sale and dairy consumption. For
restaurants, hotels and catering, Greek Luxury Products offers HO.RE.CA. packaging of one or two kilos depending on the quantity
requested. Based on the four different seasons of the year the availability of raw materials and the region, the company creates
a special line of seasonal gourmet products, completely natural, from organic or wild raw material, in a really limited production.

Petrossian is a French business enterprise established in 1920 with a wide
variety of products, but mainly fine spices, caviar and smoked mainly fishbased products. It was founded by two Armenian refugees, Melkoum and
Mouchegh Petrossian, sons of a silkworm farmer from Tiflis in Georgia. The
business kept close cooperation with the Soviet Union and Mouchegh had
married Irène Mailoff, daughter of a Russian family and marketer of refined
caviar in the 19th century. The relation with the Petrossian has a showcase
historic shop in Paris, at 18 boulevard de La Tour-Maubourg, leading a
number of other fashionable enterprises, boutiques and restaurants which
the company runs in Paris, Brussels, Dubai, New York, Los Angeles and Las
Vegas. By the 1990s, Petrossian continued to hold a remarkable hold of the
caviar market and other Russian specialties like Chatka crabs and vodkas.
As the trade of caviar became more competitive, the enterprise branched
out to diversify with other lines of smoked fish, anguilles, herring, scallops
(particularly the French Coquille Saint-Jacques) and Chinese dim sums.

CAVIAR HOUSE & PRUNIER

Some of the most well known products are: Organic Vanilla Honey from Mainalon, which is identical to the world-famous Manuka
Honey from New Zealand, with celestial flavor and texture; hearts of baby wild artichokes from Tinos or Crete in extra virgin olive oil,
semi-sweet tomato Santorini P.D.O. and Crete in organic olive oil and various jams and sweets like sweet with whole strawberries
from Pavilani.

Alfred Prunier was a French chef and restaurant owner.
In 1872 Prunier and his wife Catherine opened a Parisian restaurant on
Rue Duphot that bore his name. Today the same restaurant operates
under the name Goumard. His restaurant specialized in seafood (lobster,

One of the most remarkable highlights of the year 2017, was the launching of the first early harvest olive oil, jointly with the company
Ritual Bloom. The series was strictly number and only 100 bottles were produced. However, the demands and the needs of the
market change. In that way Greek Luxury Products, established partnerships with some of the most important brands of the world.
The company became the exclusive representative of the brands and maisons of Europe and managed to enrich its portfolio of
products by selecting highly the elite of the delicatessen products.

caviar) and grilled entrées. The quality of the cuisine, the service, and the
interior decor quickly made the restaurant a success, attracting famous
writers such as Oscar Wilde, actors such as Sarah Bernhardt, politicians
such as Georges Clemenceau, and aristocrats including Russian
royalty. Caviar House & Prunier is known to produce the finest caviar
and smoked salmon in the world. The Prunier Caviar is created from
recipes that have been closely guarded secrets for centuries. They serve

THESAURI

Balik Smoked Salmon, oysters, lobster, crab, Prunier caviar and wine.

Caviar has been known to us since the ancient times, especially to the ancient Greeks.
So much so that historians, Herodotus and Strabo were very enthusiastic by the taste.
As mentioned by Archestratus, the ancient Greek dietician and chef (4th century B.C.),
the ancient Greeks had a particular weakness for sturgeon eggs (caviar), exclusively
originating from the black sea. Galileo is also reported to have regularly offered caviar to
his daughter as a sign of his love and affection.
Thesauri Caviar which is one of the world’s precious few companies involved in sturgeon
farming and caviar production – and the only such enterprise in Greece. Throughout
our 20-year history, the source of inspiration has been Ioannis Varvakis, the pioneer
behind the vacuum packing method which made the international distribution of caviar
possible. Not surprisingly, he is considered the father of caviar.
At Thesauri, they set off the caviar’s unique flavour by strictly following the timeenduring, Russian process of preparation – something that is not always possible with
wild sturgeon. They take particular care during the salting process, in order to maintain
the finesse of the flavour while accentuating the aftertaste. The end result is not only
highly appraised by world experts, but also attracts customers who are relatively new
to caviar.
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NO 1 ROSEMARY WATER
“A tribute to the health, hardiness, and longevity ”
Made with pure fresh rosemary extract, bottled according to the highest ethical
standards and available in still or sparkling form, it’s a stimulating, flavourful and
tasteful way to enjoy rosemary – a medicinal herb that’s reported to contain unique
anti-carcinogenic, anti-oxidant and memory-boosting properties. Inspired by the
carefree, long-lived residents of Acciaroli, Italy, No1 Rosemary Water is more than just
a beverage. It’s a drink to remember; a taste of the Mediterranean – a toast to your
memory, and your future. In Acciaroli, more than one in every ten residents live longer
than their hundredth birthdays. They do so while enjoying a lifestyle that many would
consider unhealthy: they drink, they smoke, and they indulge their every pleasure.
So, what’s their secret? According to several scientists, the key variable may be fresh
rosemary – a ‘superherb’ with a number of longevity and health boosting properties.
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THE HOLY AND GREAT MONASTERY,
MOUNT ATHOS

JUAN PEDRO DOMECQ
Juan Pedro Domecq is a family business that produces and sells ham and
other products made by Iberico Bellota pigs. The company covers the whole
production process in “Dehesa Lo Alvaro”, ranging from pig farming to worldwide
production and distribution. Direct control of the production cycle serves as a
guarantee of the best quality in finished products. In the 1970s, Juan Pedro
Domecq began breeding the Iberico pigs, from which he produced ham which
he resold to companies in the Jabugo region. In 2000, Domecq Solis and his son,
Juan Pedro Domecq Morenes, decided to launch a ham marketing company,
exploiting their experience in pig breeding.

Mount Athos is dominating the North Aegean. The Holy Monastery of Vatopedi is one of the
most historic monasteries of Mount Athos, with a rich tradition, quite invaluable heirlooms and
an important contribution to Orthodoxy. The building complex of the Monastery consists of
35,000 square meters of built-up area. The tradition of the monastery wanted the fathers to
deal with olive oil as an everyday life an nutritional essential. In the olive grove of the Monastery,
modern innovative production processes are used, such as the composting of all the olive
mill remains, the goat, the olive leaves, the olive branches from the prunings, the olive leaves.
Vinification takes place in stainless steel cooled tanks, without chemical additives and with
minimal use of sulphite, to meet the standards of organic farming and wine making. The red
ripen in French and American oak barrels for one year.

SOUSA & LABOURDETTE
The only Ethical Foie Gras in the World
The story begins in 1812 when Eduardo’s Danish grandfather moved to Extremadura, then as now
one of the wildest and remotest areas of Spain. Wild geese often flew over the family farm, which
lay just under the birds’ migration path. But Don Martín noticed something extraordinary: some of
these geese touched down in his farm and stayed on, attracted by the area’s wetland habitat, its
mild climate and rich food resources. The Sousa family’s geese are not strictly wild, but wander freely
around their 500ha property, thus retaining their instinct to gorge on acorns and grasses during the
winter months. This means that the family are able to produce something as rare as it is remarkable
– a foie gras that’s entirely natural, sustainable and cruelty-free.

BEEMSTER

LADUREE
The story of the well-known Parisian tea room is intertwined with the history of the Ladurée
family. The story began in 1862 when Louis Ernest Ladurée created the first oven at Royale 16
in Paris. In 1871 and after a sudden fire that arose, the oven was destroyed and thus opened
the way for the creation of a patisserie.
The History of Macarons:
In the 20th century, Pierre Desfontaines, he was the first to join two pieces of meringue and in
the middle place cream. The recipe lasted unchanged in time. In 1993 the family decided to
open the first “Maison”.A few years later the confectionery did not hesitate to move to ChampsElysees Street. This shop was edited by Francis Holder and David Holder’s chairmen of Ladurée.
Quickly the perfectly shaped shells (as they call it) meringues became known and their demand
increased sharply. It was not time for the macarons to be released in 14 different flavors.

In 1999, UNESCO proclaimed this exquisite Piedmont, a World Heritage Site. The
Beemster Polder has a rich mineral ground, which gives this characteristic flavor to
both milk and cheese. Beemster cheese has been internationally recognized for its
quality and is the official supplier of the Royal Family. Each cheese wheel - with its own
secret recipe - is handmade by the specialized cheese makers who use professional
techniques. Traditional maturation takes place in historic warehouses, in wooden planks
and under natural conditions. This allows cheese to grow in texture and flavor. In this
way they managed to turn into the award-winning Beemster Cheese.

PIERRE HERME
Pierre Hermé is a French pastry chef and chocolatier. He began his career at the age of 14 as an
apprentice to Gaston Lenôtre. He was awarded the title of World’s Best Pastry Chef in 2016 by
the World’s 50 Best Restaurants and as the 4th most influential French person in the World by
Vanity Fair in 2016. Pierre Hermé created his own brand in 1998 with Charles Znaty. Heir to four
generations of Alsatian bakery and pastry-making tradition, Pierre Hermé arrived in Paris at the
age of 14 to start his first apprenticeship with Gaston Lenôtre, called by Vogue “the Picasso of
Pastry”. He created the Maison Pierre Hermé Paris in 1998. In 2010, they inaugurated the Maison
Pierre Hermé on rue Fortuny in Paris, home to the Atelier de Création. The brand, is a member
of the Comité Colbert and has an established partnership with the Raffles group and Ritz Carlton
group and Dior since the opening of the Café Dior by Pierre Hermé in 2015 in Seoul.

NEWTON & POTT
Based in London, Newton & Pott are British made preserves company specialising
in interesting and fun flavours, usually with an exotic twist for the modern palate.
All the ingredients are fresh.
Having started the company five years ago, the CEO Kyle Newton, has gone on
to win the YBF award for her pickles and published a best selling preserve book
with Penguin Random House. With the growing trend in slow foods, Newton &
Pott is regularly featured as the go-to voice in the media for all things preserved.
Kylee gives a face to the brand appearing at festivals, teaching masterclasses
and writing recipes for national publication extending the brand’s reach to wider
UK audience.
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ADDITIONAL PARTNERS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Z Chocolate
Rococo Chocolates
Ritz Paris
The Earth Reserve
Santomiele

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Alexandre Stern
Mikuni Wild Harvest
Carlo Del Clat
Calvisius
Balfego
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Boissier
Pierre Marcolini
Jan Van As
Los Peperetes
Real Conserva Espanola

ATALANTA GOLDEN YACHTS
Atalanta Marine was established in 1976 as Alios Company and since then has been pioneer of yachting in the eastern
Mediterranean region. With a commitment to quality and satisfaction, we strive to provide a wide range of services to
suit your personal yachting needs. Our entrenched passion for yachting complemented by our in-depth knowledge and
professional expertise, has allowed us to grow successfully year over year leading the way for us to become the leading
yachting company in the region. Our services not only include the handling of all the operational and technical aspects, but
also crewing, procurement and the financial aspects of yachts.
Atalanta golden yachts, is a leader on the luxury yacht field. The staff of the Atalanta Golden Yachts have a high standard of
expertise, skills, as well as technical knowledge. High quality management of a yacht by a team of skilled professionals will
ensure that you valuable asset remains in superior condition while in operation. Atalanta also provides other major benefits
that include significant discounts for inventory and services, identification of potential problems and peace of mind for both
guests and owners.
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NORTH STAR YACHTING
North Star Yachting is a Luxury Yacht Charter Business renowned worldwide for the service’s high standards and for the
expertise provided. Carefully selected each years by our knowledgeable brokers, the most high-end yachts are available to
our estimated clients through our offices in Monte Carlo, New York, Geneva, Mykonos and Sao Paulo. Our business has
developed a portfolio of clients from all over the world and the areas we cover go from Cote d’Azur, Corse, Sardinia, Naples,
Amalfi Coast, Capri, the Aeolian islands, Sicily, the East Mediterranean to the top destinations of Greek Islands for the
summer and Caribbean, Latin America for the winter. The company also organizes Adventure Cruises and Charters to the
end of the world or around it.
North Star Yachting has access to the most luxurious cruises and yachts for charter, exclusively of the 100 Leading Yachts
of the World. The company is also renowned for building and selling Yachts as well as to be a master in every step of the
process. The crews are carefully and periodically evaluated in order to provide a very bespoke and unique experience to our
clients who only request the highest standards. Our prime goal is to fulfill our clients fondest dreams by introducing them
to an exquisite yachting vacation, honeymoon or a lifetime experience aboard a luxury yacht.
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DISASTER MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL

LEGACY AVIATION

DMI Protection Group, a division of Disaster Management International, Inc., is a global provider of security solutions, risk

Legacy Aviation Group is one of the leading companies in the private aviation travel industry. Legacy Aviation Group can help

and threat assessments and intergrated security technologies.

you and your clients accommodate any request and it provides the top services for your entire business trip. From small jets

Headquartered in Little Rock, Arkansas with offices in London, England, DMI Protection Group (DMIPG) has a robust

to bigger ones, Legacy Aviation Group is here to fulfill all your requirements from your departure to your arrival.

background in providing all manners of security, protective services, surveillance, and risk mitigation. Its cadre of personnel

Legacy Aviation Group offers its clients high-end standards in both private aviation and precious metals transport. We are

have extensive background in law enforcement, the U.S. and other national militaries, intelligence services, emergency

the only private aviation company in the world that has its own in-house security division.

management, emergency medical services, communications, technological services and infrastructure, as well as command
and control. DMIPG’s experience ranges the complete spectrum from protection of heads of state and high value targets
to securing fixed facilities, providing security for mobile assets, conducting surveillance along with performing counter
surveillance operations. Furthermore, DMIPG utilizes a whole host of resources and discipline Subject Matter Experts

Legacy Aviation Group takes pride in knowing that it excels in providing its business clients with the most exclusive and
luxurious aviation travel services. From business trips to company outings, the Legacy Aviation Group can cater to you and
your company’s every need.

to augment the security and protective posture through the use of innovative intelligence and surveillance tools, cutting

The Legacy Aviation Group specializes in private flights of business nature. We want your clients to feel welcomed on board

edge technology and communications, and exploiting aspects of emergency management, incident command, hazardous

with maximized luxury and comfort. We can help you make your next business flight an unforgettable experience for you and

materials operations, and emergency medicine. DMIPG personnel are certified in a multiplicity of areas specific to security

your clients.

and protective operations as well as those that bolster those operations. Whether it be a fixed facility necessitating a long
term engagement, a mobile target, or short term assignment, DMIPG has the personnel and experience commensurate to
the need.
Our esteemed partners from DMIPG could provide services on a worldwide basis. Available security protections services in
Mykonos island as well.
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DOĞUŞ
Doğuş Holding A.Ş. is one of the top three largest private-sector
conglomerates in Turkey, with a vast portfolio of 250 companies that crossindustry verticals, including the ones of Garanti Bank as well as high end
Porsche, Audi and the Doğuş Media Group.
The company was founded in 1951. It sets standards for a better living by being at
the forefront of discoveries. It aspires to be a global house of best in class lifestyle
brands that create aspiration, not only for customers but also employees, partners
and even competitors.The Doğuş Group, active in seven core businesses including
automotive, construction, media, tourism and services, real estate, energy and food
& beverage, sustains its growth with new investments in the areas of technology,
sports, and entertainment along with its current operations.

ZEA MARINA
It is Athens’ most vibrant superyacht marina. Zea Marina is located in
Athens near the main port of Piraeus where it was first found as a war
harbour with shipyards and other installations at the beginning of the
5th century B.C. before it was converted into a commercial port where
millions of tourists start their travel to the Aegean coasts, the Saronic Gulf
and the island of Crete.
It is fully organised, offering facilities and services of high standards, the marina was
totally renovated for the 2004 Olympic Games. Besides its well-trained personnel,
the marina has an ideal location for the superyacht owners, passengers and crews.
Moreover, the marina can accommodate yachts up to 150 m and gives plenty of

D MARIS BAY

safe place for manoeuvrings to the captains and crews.
D Maris Bay is perched above a scenic cove where the Aegean meets the Mediterranean. It is a secluded luxury resort
immersed in nature. Located in the Datça Peninsula in southwest Turkey, all guests are invited to enjoy the facilities of the
property that looks like a hidden paradise when luxury and comfort have been blended with simplicity and elegance.

FLISVOS MARINA

In the exact same location, there is a selection of sandy beaches, outdoor activities and famous dining options in order to

Boasting the blue seas of the Saronic Gulf as its backdrop, and only a

create a perfect and ideal stay for all clients. The unspoiled landscape is traced by smalls bays as the peninsule stretches

few kilometres from the centre of Athens, in Paleo Faliro, Flisvos Marina

over 80 kilometers from east to west from the mainland until it reaches the ancient Greek settlement of Knidos. The north

is Greece’s first exclusive marina to offer large-scale mooring capacity

coast is low lying, with beaches caressed by the Etesian winds in summer while the south coast is dramatically rocky and

for mega-yacht owners from Greece and abroad. These extensive

indented.

berthing capacities are complemented by additional land and high-end

D Maris Bat, occupies a panoramic perch on a narrow outcrop in the middle of an unblemished nature reserve that is ringed

commercial properties and facilities enjoyed by yacht owners, Athenians

by beaches. The visitors can admire the rugged scenery set off by the rich red volcanic deposits that dot the landscape, the

and visitors alike. Flisvos Marina is dedicated to the satisfaction of its guests and

aftermath of volcanic activity from the distant past, together with the dark olive and pale green almond trees, pine forests

pride themselves on their professionalism and warm hospitality.

and mesmerizing blue waters.

Flisvos Marina provides easy access to many cultural and entertainment attractions
available in the rejuvenated Olympic City. The newly constructed Athens ring
road and the extensive and modern public transportation system allow easy and
convenient access to the Archaeological Museum as well as excursions to the
Acropolis, historical sites, monuments and museums.
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7 Reasons to Study Luxury in Switzerland
Fashion exclusive items, luxurious leather bags, perfumes and watches: premium brands inspire us with their promise of high
quality products, crafted from the finest materials. What do they have to do with a Swiss hospitality management institution? Read
on to find out more.
In the last 20 years, the global market for personal luxury goods has grown by 300 per cent, with a strong expansion in emerging
economies and new affordable luxury brands reaching the store windows. But luxury consumers and the way they shop are
changing quickly: sales are now made across borders by travellers and a younger generation is deciding purchases online. To
create unique experiences consistently across all channels, luxury brands are relying on the interpersonal skills of hospitality
graduates and their ability to deliver five-star experiences in the luxury industry.
Since 1962, Glion Institute of Higher Education in Montreux and with a campus in the vibrant city of London since 2013, has been
creating talents and leaders for the world of hospitality. Over the last ten years, luxury brands have been recruiting graduates with
hospitality skills; and Glion is the first hospitality management institution to launch a luxury brand management specialization at
bachelor degree level.
Discover the 7 Reasons to Study Luxury in Switzerland in our interactive gallery and apply now to get the best of both worlds: a
hospitality management degree from one of the top hospitality institutions in the world and the skills to succeed in the exciting
global luxury industry.
• A Good School
Looking back on a history of excellence in education since 1962, Glion teaches students from over 90 different countries on
campuses in Switzerland and London. We are ranked as the best hospitality school in the world (Worldwide Hospitality Awards
2015).
• Swiss Hospitality Tradition
Strengthen your soft skills through a unique blend of practical hospitality courses and theoretical management lectures, paired
with real-world experience through internships in the hospitality and luxury industries.
• The Business of Luxury
The global luxury market is showing steady growth and increasing diversity. It offers bright career prospects in diverse segments
including personal luxury goods and retail, cars, luxury hospitality, luxury cruises, designer furniture, fine food, fine wines and
spirits, yachts and private jets.
• Luxury hub Switzerland
Just as Italy is the No. 1 country when it comes to fashion, Switzerland is the world leader for fine watchmaking. Together, the
two countries rank among the biggest luxury producers, home to 40 of the Top 100 luxury companies of the latest Deloitte Luxury
Goods Report.
• Partner with the Best
A great testament to Glion’s reputation is our connection with leading brands in the international hospitality and luxury industries.
Close to one hundred international companies visit our campuses every year to recruit the leaders of tomorrow.
• Domus Academy Workshop
As part of their curriculum, Glion luxury students attend a two-week workshop with Domus Academy in Milan to immerse in the
iconic capital of fashion through an innovative mix of design, case studies, testimonials and applied business projects.
• Luxury internships
“My hospitality experience has enabled me to understand how important service is. I always try to notice small details and create

DISCOVER THE GLOBAL CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES THE LUXURY
INDUSTRY MARKET HAS TO OFFER
Join our Bachelor’s Degree in Interntional Hospitality Business with specialization
in Luxury Brand Management in Hospiatality in Switzerland or London.
Apply this winter, join in February 2018.

a surprise effect for the customer – Anticipating customer needs is what I try to achieve each day.” Mario Nurzia, Sales Intern,
Cartier New York
For more information, please visit: http://www.glion.edu/
For an individual counselling session, contact Regional Admissions Director Ms Vana Saade: vana.najjar@glion.edu

Glion’s unique Luxury Brand Management in Hospitality specialization teaches you specific marketing and
business skills to manage luxury brands in addition to the managerial soft-skills and professionalism you gain
from the hospitality business degree. This combination will make you an ideal candidate for luxury employers.

For more information about this Bachelor’s Degree program, please contact:
Suzanne Kaloudi-Ebener, Education Counselor | E. suzanne.kaloudi@ec.sommet-education.com | T. +30 6977 809 753
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www.glion.edu
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Hospitality: A world of opportunities for young entrepreneurs
Sonia Tatar, CEO Worldwide of Les Roches Global Hospitality Education explains how a changing hospitality landscape is
giving way to a new breed of entrepreneurs and how educators should best prepare them for success.

Entrepreneurship: a trend among millennials

We see entrepreneurship as the catalyst for change and evolution

At just 20 to 35 years old, more millennials are becoming
entrepreneurs, already creating and starting up more new
companies, managing larger, more agile teams, and targeting
higher profits and returns than previous generations, according to
a recent study by BNP Paribas. The reasons for this development
are manifold: the corporate environment is becoming less
appealing and attractive to this generation, who cherish freedom
and creativity as key aspects in the workplace, while barriers to
entrepreneurship are lower. Technology and the co-owning spirit
of the sharing economy have heavily contributed as well: Young
entrepreneurs are inspired by the success of companies such as
Airbnb and Uber, which have raised an impressive 1.5 and 2.1
billion US$ in 2015 alone, and they see themselves following this
trend and creating new fast-growing businesses.

within the hospitality industry, whereby entrepreneurship is

An expanding travel and tourism industry
Despite international uncertainties and security concerns,
the global travel and tourism industry continues to grow at an
impressive rate: More than one billion tourists travel to an
international destination every year, while tourism contributes 10%
of global GDP and 6% of the world’s total exports, according to
the UNWTO 2015 Report. Behind this surging demand for travel
is the millennial generation: increasingly mobile consumers who
travel more than their seniors. They are more flexible in their travel
plans and rely on technology and social platforms to find the
best experiences suited to their lifestyle, needs and budget. This
explains the emergence in the hospitality market of new concepts
and “sharing economy” platforms.

Why teaching entrepreneurship is key

more than a wave of new start-ups — it is about fostering an
entrepreneurial spirit that challenges the status quo, disrupting
traditional ways of doing business with innovative solutions.
Nurturing entrepreneurial thinking is also essential for employers:
By believing in their creative potential, businesses empower
entrepreneurial employees to bring innovative change to a
company from within.

Preparing entrepreneurs for hospitality
Thanks to our unique model of education, combining practical
hospitality courses with internships and management lectures,
students obtain hands-on experience and put their learning to
work. In a diverse learning environment with peers from over 90
different countries, they are already required to develop valuable
leadership and soft skills during their studies. To equip young
entrepreneurs with the relevant hard skills, Les Roches offers
an entrepreneurship stream for its hospitality management
programs, teaching students to develop an understanding of
strategic market opportunities, financial values and returns, and
project management as well as organizational effectiveness. As
part of their studies, they develop their own hospitality business
concepts and enter global competitions with students from other
institutions. As educators, we are committed to offering students
a safe environment that empowers them to launch their own
projects and events, from TEDx talks and innovation summits to
hosting wine fairs. They develop their own approaches and take
ownership of entire projects, under the expert guidance of the
school’s faculty.

These examples highlight the tendencies of this coming
generation, but also their importance in shaping the future of the
hospitality industry and ultimately the global economy. The key
question for every educational institution should be whether the
right skills are taught to this generation of graduates to help them
think and act as successful entrepreneurs in the future.
There is some debate among academics about whether
entrepreneurship can actually be taught or if it is more a state of
mind. As Karl Ulrich, Vice Dean of Entrepreneurship and Innovation
at The Wharton School, points out, we need to distinguish
between knowledge transfer and practical learning. Universities
must provide both the supportive setting and the expert guidance
most conducive to learning from experience. Entrepreneurship
professor Tina Seelig of Stanford University believes that creative
problem-solving skills, leadership abilities, working on effective
teams, and adaptability in an ever-changing environment are the
cornerstones of an entrepreneurship education.

Entrepreneurs for success
In order to reinforce this entrepreneurial direction, we are happy
to announce our new collaboration with Seedstars World, a
start-up platform linking entrepreneurs and investors in emerging
economies. Through this partnership, our student entrepreneurs
will gain access to workshops, launch pad events, bootcamps
and a unique global network of entrepreneurs that will help their
pursuit of creating viable new businesses. We are proud to already
see 33% of our global alumni succeeding with their own business
ventures: A young alumna co-founded mobile booking app Hot
Hotels, which recently received an award for best start-up in
Andalusia. We have highlighted the success of many more alumni
entrepreneurs on our Made in Les Roches entrepreneurship map.
Over the years, we hope to add many more successful profiles of
graduate entrepreneurs as they continue to impact and transform
the global hospitality industry of the future.
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Advantages of attending the International School of Athens:
• It is the only international school in Greece to be an IB Continuum World School offering the three IB programmes, namely:
PYP (Primary Years Programme), MYP (Middle Years Programme) and IB Diploma, covering Kindergarten to grade 12.
• It is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA).
• Offers top level English-language education for 2.5 to 18 year olds in a multicultural environment with students from
different backgrounds and countries.
• Creates a safe and welcoming “family” atmosphere in small classes (max.15 students per class) which ensures personal
attention is given to each student.
• Follows a curriculum that prepares students for the real world of global communication, international opportunity and
cultural diversity.
• Employs outstanding, experienced teaching personnel, who are aptly qualified in contemporary, internationally acclaimed
educational practices.
• Gives students the opportunity to enhance special skills and creatively explore their potential for personal growth and
educational excellence.
• Supports and counsels students through highly qualified in school psychologists who work closely with children and their
families to facilitate a balanced and productive path within the school environment and beyond.
• Runs a special college preparatory programme for students who do not chose to follow the IBO Diploma programme.
• Operates an in-school University Placement Office in order to provide advice, guidance and assistance in the university
application procedure of graduating seniors.

ISA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ATHENS

International School of Athens

Melina’s Kindergarten

Artemidos 42 & Xenias 145 62 Kifissia, Greece

Harilaou Trikoupi 34 & Mavromichali, 145 62 Kifissia, Greece

tel.: 210 62 33 888, fax: 210 62 50 074,

tel.: 210 62 05 001

e-mail: info@isa.edu.gr

Kifissias Avenue 335 & Spartis 6, 145 61 Kifissia, Greece

www.isa.edu.gr

tel.: 210 62 00 280, e-mail: info@isa.edu.gr
www.melinaskindergarten.gr

International School of Athens is one of only two International Schools in South East Europe & the only International
School in Greece that is an IB Continuum World School.
The International School of Athens provides a world-class English language education for students from 2.5 years old
(Melina’s Kindergarten) to 18 years old, drawing from the best curricula worldwide and based on the principle of nondiscrimination. Our students come from different backgrounds and a variety of countries, which gives them the advantage of
studying in a multicultural environment.
ISA provides its students with an alternative kind of education, an education for the real world of global communication,
international opportunity and cultural diversity. This is an Education which goes far beyond the confines of the classroom
and discovers in the learning process the opportunity for some remarkable and memorable lessons. Education is no longer
restricted to academics. Students are given the chance to hone their special skills and be trained in a niche of their choice.
Since the world is becoming a global village, international schools prepare their students to match up to international
standards in their skills. Melina’s Kindergarten provides an international education to children aged 2.5 through 5 in a
secure and nurturing English language environment. Two gracious villas located in the Kifissia area, with attractive gardens
serving as playgrounds, house our young students.
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PALAZZIGAS
EVENTS
PalazziGas Events is a leading Italian event design
and production agency with a significant portfolio of
projects for both υthe private and corporate clients.
What distinguishes it in the event marketplace is
that it includes in-house resources for creative
development,

design

architects,

and

event

management.
No matter the size of the event, quality and attention
to details are always consistent in all the projects
undertaken by the company. The desire of the
agency is to amaze the guests with something truly
memorable and create bespoke and tailor-made
experiences for its unique clients.
The headquarter of PalazziGas Events is in Rome,
however the company operates also through their
offices in Dubai, London, Milan and Moscow, where
the group takes care of its most VIP international
clients.
The recent partnership between PalazziGas Events
and Luxury Group will allow our clients to have the
most unique experiences in terms of events as well
as a dedicated, bespoke assistance for any kind of
request.
The website is available at the link:
www.palazzigas.com
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IONIAN RAY
Ionian Ray is an operator at Motor Yachting Charter and it is a leading provider of luxury, fully crewed motor yacht charters,
which was founded in 2008 on the island of Zakynthos by Dionisis Pilarinos.
Specifically, Ionian Ray Yachting is a yacht charter company with privately owned crewed fleet, which has put together a
team of experienced and qualified professionals from the tourism and shipping industries with its main purpose of upgrading
and enhancing the yacht charter industry. Successfully operating in the tourism sector through a worldwide network of
associates and customers in the Mediterranean in recent years and as a proud owner of the Privately Owned Luxury Motor
Yachts «Amoraki» & «Vento», Ionian Ray is a valuable option for those who want an amazing holiday experience with yacht
at the Islands of Greece. Every charter has a specialized, professional crew to take care of every need and ensure that your
time with us is an ultimate 5* experience.
Since now the company, which is recently based in Glyfada of Athens, has established bases throughout Greece including
our main base in Athens and in Zakynthos island.
Contact our dedicate charter coordinator to learn more about itineraries, services as well as exclusive special discount offers.
“You know you are home, even if you are feeling the sea beneath your feet”
To view a full list of our available fleet, please visit our website: www.ionian-ray.gr
- 34 -
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LIFE LINE AVIATION
Our sister company, Lifeline Aviation is the leading private airline company in Greece, aiming to satisfy every professional or
personal requirement for exclusive VIP charter flights in Greece & worldwide.
For more than a decade, Lifeline Aviation has been offering high quality personalized chartering services, making the
experience of your private flight as simple and enjoyable as possible.
The ultra-modern fleet of Life Line Aviation, which guarantees a safe and convenient transportation, is available 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, to fly to any destination directly without connecting flights within Greece, Europe, Middle East, Russia
and Africa.
The company caters for business travelers, sport teams, large groups or even VIP Transportation of politicians, multimillionaires
and even the occasional Hollywood Celebrities.
Contact our dedicated concierge desk to learn more about itineraries as well as exclusive special offers
& empty-leg opportunities.
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AUGUSTA 109C

EC 120 COLIBRI

The Agusta 109C is a twin-engine helicopter

The EC120 Colibri has its origins in the P120,

equipped with airconditioning, luxurious interior and

a proposal by French helicopter manufacturer

retractable langing gear.

Aérospatiale that was intended to replace both their
Aérospatiale Gazelle and Aérospatiale SA 315B

With its streamlined desing and powerful engines,

Lama single engine helicopters.

it will take you to your destination in the fastest

During the 1980s, Aérospatiale sought international

possible way.

partners with which to co-produce the P120, these
included aerospace companies in China, Singapore,
and Australia.

ATHENS 360’
BY SUPERIOR AIR

BELL 407 SX-HSI
The Bell 407 is a four-blade, single-engine turbine civil
utility helicopter. The blades and hub use composite

Take a 360’ glimpse of the metropolitan centre of

construction, and provide better performance and

Athens by hiring a luxury helicopter via our trusted

a more comfortable ride. It is frequently used for

partners, Superior Air.

corporate and offshore transport, air ambulance,

Get on top of the most fascinating monuments and

law enforcement, electronic news gathering and

landmarks that the Greek capital has to offer, or visit

movie making.

other unique destinations across Greece such as

The interior and seating configuration is designed in

the town of Delphi or the Monasteries of Meteora.

a way to provide luxurious, very quiet and smooth

Service is available all year-round. Contact our

rides in virtually all weather conditions.

dedicated concierge desk to learn more.
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INOMO
INOMO

INOMO
INOMO means to formulate a unique, new take on furniture and living
space.
INOMO means to formulate a unique, new take on furniture and living

space.
Having
40 years of experience in tailor-made fiberglass design, product
care and advanced production techniques, INOMO is more than just a
Having
40 years We
of experience
tailor-madeoffiberglass
design,
product
retail manufacturer.
make thein expertise
tailor-made
production
care and advanced production techniques, INOMO is more than just a
available
to you, today.

INOMO means to formulate a unique, new take on furniture and living
space.
The company operates through three separate but intertwined activities:
retail manufacturer. We make the expertise of tailor-made production
available to you, today.

The company operates through three separate but intertwined activities:
-INOMO Studio

-INOMO Studio

Having 40 years of experience in tailor-made fiberglass design, product
-INOMO
Luxury Concepts
care
and advanced production techniques, INOMO is more than just a
-INOMO Luxury Concepts
INOMO
Studio offers
bespoke furniture & design
constructions
retail
We
makewhile
the expertise of tailor-made production
INOMO
Studiomanufacturer.
offers bespoke
furniture
& design
while
INOMO
Collection
presents
a selective
assortment
of constructions
ready-to-purchase
INOMO
Collection
presents
a
selective
assortment
of
ready-to-purchase
furniture
and living equipment
focusing today.
on sculptural forms and minimal
available
to you,
and living
equipment
focusingopportunities
on sculptural of
forms
and minimal
lines furniture
that highlight
the malleable,
endless
fiberglass.
-INOMO Collections

-INOMO Collections

lines that highlight the malleable, endless opportunities of fiberglass.

INOMO
Luxury Concepts pave the path to unique and inaccessible
INOMO Luxury Concepts pave the path to unique and inaccessible
experiences
providing
bespoke
designs
experiences
providing
bespoke
designstailored
tailored not
notonly
only around
around your
your
brandbrand
& marketing
needs
butbut
also
creating
custom
& marketing
needs
also
creating
customconstructions
constructions for
for your
your
corporate
or private
event
planning.
corporate
or private
event
planning.

The company operates through three separate but intertwined activities:
-INOMO Studio

Explore
online
the the
Awarded
Modern
Takes
Explore
online
Awarded
Modern
Takes& &Urban
UrbanBenches
Benches Collection,
Collection,
developed
along
the the
principles
of of
innovation,
developed
along
principles
innovation,originality
originality and
and endurance
endurance
that INOMO
Studio
been
known
that INOMO
Studio
hashas
been
known
for.for.

-INOMO Collections

INOMO,handmade
fibreglass
creations
designedtotolast.
last.
INOMO,handmade
fibreglass
creations
designed
our website
to read
more:
www.inomodesign.com
Visit Visit
our website
to read
more:
www.inomodesign.com

-INOMO Luxury Concepts

* Nike;The Winged Victory Table, Modern Takes Collection. Designer:

* Nike;The Winged Victory Table, Modern Takes Collection. Designer:
George Drakakis
George
Drakakis
* One
Kleomenous,Bridge Construction. Designer: Dimitris
* One
Kleomenous,Bridge Construction. Designer: Dimitris
Tsigos,Omniview.
Tsigos,Omniview.

INOMO Studio offers bespoke furniture & design constructions while
INOMO Collection presents a selective assortment of ready-to-purchase
furniture and living equipment focusing on sculptural forms and minimal
lines that highlight the malleable, endless opportunities of fiberglass.
INOMO Luxury Concepts pave the path to unique and inaccessible
experiences providing bespoke designs tailored not only around your
brand & marketing needs but also creating custom constructions for your
corporate or private event planning.
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Explore online the Awarded Modern Takes & Urban Benches Collection,
developed along the principles of innovation, originality and endurance
that INOMO Studio has been known for.
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ATHENS REVIVAL
Athens, probably the most ancient city of Europe blends a wonderful mosaic of history, culture, cosmopolitanism
and exuberance. Built beneath the slopes of Mount Hemmetus and Parnitha, the capital city of Greece boosts
almost half the population of the country as well as a large metropolitan region that includes the city of Athens itself
as well as a number of suburban towns including the legendary Athens Riviera.
With equal measures of grunge and grace, Athens is a heady mix of history and edginess. Cultural and social life
plays out amid, around and in ancient landmarks. The magnificent Acropolis, visible from almost every part of the
city, reminds Greeks daily of their heritage and the city’s many transformations.
Despite not being known for it, Athens is home to a number of exquisite gourmet restaurants & entertainment
venues. Contact our dedicated concierge desk to learn more about the best places for dinner & lunch or make
arrangements for a VIP table at one of the most famous nightclubs or live stage venues of the city.

ATHENS REVIVAL I HOTELS

PRIVATE CHEF EXPERIENCE

HILTON ATHENS
HOTEL

Kostas Athanassiou

Hilton Athens is more than a hotel - it’s a legacy.
A favorite among locals and guests alike, this

Kostas Athanassiou is the Executive Chef of Hilton Athens since
2014. Born and raised in Thessaloniki, he has graduated from
the Hotel Management School in Anavyssos. Kostas boasts
more than two decades of working experience in five-star
hotels, such as Hyatt Regency Hotel in Thessaloniki, Athenaeum
Intercontinental in Athens and Club Hotel Casino Loutraki.
Furthermore he has attended important seminars from Ecole Ritz
Escoffier as well from the team of Alain Ducasse. He is married

landmark hotel is a destination itself as the hub for
Athens’ business, cultural and social life. Explore the
unique architectural and artistic style and relax at
the sp or the largest outdoor pool in the city center.
View the Acropolis and city skyline from the private
balcony of your guest room or the rooftop Galaxy
Bar & Restaurant. Hotel’s prime location in the heart

and a proud father of two children.

of Athens is the perfect home base for discovering

As the Executive Chef of the Hilton Athens, the talented Kostas Athanassiou will bring a new dimension to
the hotel’s restaurants as he will be in charge of Byzantino, Aethrion Lounge, Galaxy Bar & Restaurant and
Oasis Pool Bar & Grill. A highly creative, detail oriented chef with a strong work ethic and a passion for the
culinary arts, Kostas Athanassiou likes to choose seasonal ingredients, emphasises on a perfect cooking
technique and mixes the traditional Mediterranean cuisine with an international, modern flair.

the city’s world-famous attractions. The rooms are
designed with comfort and convenience in mind,
providing a place to unwind or to catch up on work.
Explore the various types of suit, enjoys the special
amenities, and choose the space that’s right for you.

His passion, talent and fresh perspective will certainly bring the Hilton Athens culinary experience a step
further.

Start the day with a hearty breakfast or nutritious
light bite, savor innovative dishes prepared with only
the freshest ingredients, or simply relax with a cup of
coffee. From business lunches to pre-dinner drinks
and everything in between, the options at Hilton are
catered especially for you.

46, Vassilissis Sofias Avenue 115 28
Athens, Greece
Tel: 0030 210 7281000
E-mail: sales.athens@hilton.com
www.athens.hilton.com
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ATHENS REVIVAL I HOTELS

COCO-MAT ATHENS

GRANDE BRETAGNE

The epitome of modern elegance. A haven for urban

Discover an historic landmark in the heart of Athens.

adventurers. A modish entry to the city’s most

Located in the real heart of the center of Athens

eclectic neighborhood. Or simply, your home in

and featuring 320 elegant rooms

Athens.

and

suites,

three Restaurants, four Bars and the renowned GB

COCO-MAT Hotel Athens is an understated luxury,

Spa, the Hotel Grande Bretagne offers the utmost

design hotel that sits in the heart of Kolonaki,

accommodation experience as well as an unrivalled

perhaps the city’s most exclusive district, and offers

perspective of Athens’ mythical history.

relaxing sleep, delicious homemade breakfast and

The amenities include three restaurants, as well

selected services for its esteemed guests.

as a rooftop restaurant/bar, four bars and a
sophisticated cigar lounge. There is also a
fitness studio, indoor and outdoor pools, and a
refined spa.

KING GEORGE

ATHENS MARRIOTT
HOTEL

Dating back to 1930 and located in the center of
Athens, the 5-star King George, a Luxury Collection

The Athens Marriott hotel is located on the bustling

Hotel while representing the absolute essence of a

artery of Syngrou Avenue, opposite the Stavros

fascinating boutique hotel.

Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre, which houses

Perfectly situated for captivating experiences, King

the national Opera and the Library. The newly

George is located within walking distance from the

renovated rooms and suites, are outfitted with

wonders of Athens, and the adjacent Hotel Grande

plush pillow top bedding, sofa beds, spa inspired

Bretagne.

bathrooms,modern workspaces and contemporary
artwork. The guests can enjoy their lunch or dinner
at the Made in Athens restaurant with ingredients
made from premium Greek products.
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ATHENS REVIVAL I HOTELS

THE DIVANI
CARAVEL HOTEL

ELECTRA PALACE
ATHENS

The Divani Caravel Hotel, member of the Leading

Stately, with the air of an era long gone, the hotel

Hotels of the World, offers luxury and style in the

Electra Palace Athens, hospitable and aristocratic,

heart of the historical city of Athens, with easy

awaits to welcome you in the heart of Athens.

access to the airport and the metro system.

Classical in its architecture and design, blending

The hotel offers elegant rooms and sumptuous

beautifully with the noble historical buildings

suites, a variety of restaurants and lounge/bars,

of the Plaka area, the hotel’s elegant luxury is

a rooftop health club, indoor/outdoor swimming

complemented by the majestic views of the

pool with amazing views to the city and one of the

Acropolis that can be enjoyed from the rooftop

biggest congress and banquet centres in Athens. All

restaurant, pool, rooms and suites.

these, plus spectacular views of the Acropolis and
Lycabettus Hill, from the upper floors.

ELECTRA
METROPOLIS ATHENS

ELECTRA HOTEL
ATHENS

The new Electra Metropolis Hotel is a part of

Inviting and welcoming, the Electra Athens, in

modern-day Athens, one of the essential places

the city’s commercial district is the place to stay

to visit in Greece. It is a bridge between the city’s

whether you are here for business or pleasure.

glorious history, lively present and promising future.

Subtle and elegant and only a few meters away from

The “Electra Metropolis” is a brand new 5 star hotel

Syntagma Square, our hotel rooms and suites are

in the heart of the city. It is situated at the beginning

ideally located to host your city break or business

of Mitropoleos Street next to Syntagma Square,

trip without sacrificing the style and comfort you are

the most famous square in Greece, and has been

used to.

welcoming business travellers and holiday makers
to Athens since September 2016.
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ATHENS REVIVAL I RESTAURANTS/BARS

SALON DE BRICOLAGE

ZONARS

Salon de Bricolage, founded in 2009 is a unique

The story of Zonars begins in late ‘30s when it was
first introduced in the corner of Panepistimiou and
Voukourestiou. Today, 75 years later, history is being
rewritten, with the two brothers Spyros and Chrysanthos
Panas reopening Zonars and reintroducing to the public
Classic Greek Recipes of the historic restaurant as well as
adding new dishes to the menu. The glamour of Zonars
relives with respect to its heritage, resembling a hotel
lobby with exceptional cuisine and impeccable service.
In the evening Zonars turns into an elegant Lounge Bar
Restaurant, ideal for a night out in the city of Athens. The
historic place hosted over the years in its elegant and
luxurious environment, many of the greatest personalities of
the last century as Odysseas Elytis, Nikos Gatsos, Manos
Hatzidakis, Melina Mercouri, Sophia Loren, Anthony Quinn
and many others..

platform including approximately 3.000 members who
enjoy great privileges as affiliations with other private
clubs all over the world. Its members are drawn from
the Arts, Publishing, Fashion, Film and Business communities and constitute people with unique personalities who seek and appreciate superior quality, sophistication and understated glamour.
At the facilities of Salon de Bricolage there two Art
Apartments with diferent architectural and aesthetic
styles, lled with contemporary art by Greek and
foreign artists. The architect is Tasos Zeppos.
Salon deBricolage can be used for professional
presentations, business meetings and dinners.

FOYER

CITY BISTRO

From this year on, the most beautiful theater within
the new urban neighborhood of Athens, City Link,
acquires a new breathtaking space, that is going to
catch the attention. “Foyer” is located in the foyer
of the Pallas Theater. The two outstanding marble
stairs lead to the Foyer, the high ceilinged imposing
space, transformed under the supervision of the
stage designer Eva Nathena.

City Bistro is simple, yet warm and cosy for an allday destination, ideal for a coffee while shopping,
lunchor dinner, and after office drinks with business
associates. Located in the heart of Athens, in City
Link offers exceptional quality cuisine, drinks and
services at reasonable prices in a high aesthetics
environment. City Bistro is also the ultimate
destination for Sunday brunch in the city.

The unique art deco furniture in combination with the
lovely velvet sofas, the separates and the gorgeous
bar, which is an absolute state of art, are the basic
elements that dominate the space.
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ATHENS REVIVAL I RESTAURANTS/BARS

MAYOR

STINKING BISHOP
In the heart of Kolonaki lies the Stinking Bishop. This
gastronomic bistro is featuring a laid-back atmosphere.
If the weather allows it, make sure to dine al fresco in
the garden.
The menu is varied and interesting, spanning everything
from creamy burrata to our must-try recommendation,
the beetroot risotto with goat cheese. If you haven’t
been there yet we’re certain it will fast become your
favorite address in town.

PAPADAKIS
Papadakis restaurant is offering its clients dishes
based on the creative Greek Cuisine in a Modern
environment.
The arrival of Greek TV chef Argiro Barbarigou has
brought a breath of fresh air to this well-established
seafood restaurant in Kolonaki. The elegant white
tablecloths, the cool green walls and the fresh
flowers on the tables of the basement eatery create
a pleasant dining oasis.

When you enter the area you are impressed, but only when you move inside, you realize that something else is happening
here. Every moment of the day Mayor invites you to discover a new experience. The most essential element of the signature
dishes is the unique flavors. Starting from the morning until late in the evening, you can taste dishes with character and
meaning. When the sun goes down, the fun starts. You are all invited to live the nightlife in one of the most interesting places
in Athens. A lot of Greek and foreign artists are performing everyday while providing a lifetime experience to all guests. During
the summer months, the verdant and cool patio at the back of the restaurant which is the absolute setting for lunchtime
relaxation or even evening entertainment.

19-20, Filikis Eterias sq., Κοlonaki +30 210 36 48 156
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ATHENS REVIVAL I RESTAURANTS/BARS

YOLENI’S

BALCONY

Yoleni’s brings more than 1,000 locally crafted artisanal
products from 180 prestigious countryside producers,
supporting more than 2200 province families. The
product mix is consisted of certified products that keep
producer’s label, made by applying traditional methods
of production, using natural ingredients of acknowledged
nutritional value, staples of the internationally known
and awarded Mediterranean Diet. Besides retail sales,
Yoleni’s serves corporate accounts, providing both
wholesale orders and tailor-made business gift baskets
services. Yoleni’s launched its Flagship Store in 2016,
a 8600 ft2 multiplex extended on 7 floors, in the center
of downtown Athens. This go-to destination aims to
give the ability to visitors to explore the authentic Greek
flavors through numerous experiences: a Retail grocery
store, a Pita and Coffee Shop, Salad and Yoghurt bar,

Explore Greece from our Balcony…
After your visit to the Acropolis and the historical center of
Athens for a romantic dinner, Balcony Restaurant & Bar is
the perfect spot very close to the Acropolis Museum for you,
your family and friends.
If you want to discover Greek gastronomy with fresh
products and recipes from every part of Greece, Balcony
Restaurant & Bar is your choice.
By every bite you will travel from the beautiful seashores of
the Greek islands with our fresh fish, to the mountains, lakes
and rivers of the mainland with our artisanal products we
use from small farms.
“Exploring the wine list you will discover the diversity of the
wine regions of Greece, varieties that their origins are lost
in time and the distinctive and unique character of Greek
wines.”

COOKOOVAYA

a wine cellar, featuring wine & Greek delicacies
tasting, Creative activities for children, a Meat
Shop & Steak Bar and numerous event spaces on
a full-day basis, 7 days a week. Yoleni’s strategic
plan is to immediately further expand in the US,
following the franchise model. Yoleni’s USA LLC,
our US subsidiary, begun operations in 2015,initially
selling online. The first master franchise agreement
has already been established for the New England
area. The first physical retail store in the US, is to be
launched in early 2018 in Providence, Rhode Island,
in a 1895 landmark building, targeting more stores
very soon expanding globally. Within the Yoleni’s
stores, all visitors will have the opportunity to find
our exquisite caviar, truffles as well as all the special
editions of our company Greek Luxury Products.
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Cookoovaya is a celebration! A daily, boisterous
feast...
Chefs Spyros Liakos, Vangelis Liakos, Pericles
Koskinas, Nikos Karathanos and Manos Zournatzis
welcome you to Cookoovaya Restaurant.The five
top Greek chefs are your hosts, and together with
the Cookoovaya team they ensure that each and
every visit is unforgettable. It’s not simply a meal,
it’s hospitality through an incredible meal. Delicious
exceptional food, prepared with expertise, passion
and experience. Greek food is defined as wise
cuisine: domestic economy, sagacity, expertise,
seasonality, management of ingredients and the way
the kitchen operates.Cookoovaya’s philosophy is
based on friends sharing dishes: sampling, tasting,
enjoying.
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PRIVATE CHEF EXPERIENCE

PRIVATE CHEF EXPERIENCE

Argiro Barbarigou

Dina Nikolaou

The famous Greek Chef, Mrs Argiro Barbarigou has
designed a life and career from the Greek Kitchen. If ever
a human being can bottle and export the essence of
Greek food and the spirit it embodies, it is Argiro.

Dina Nikolaou is one of the most respected chefs
in Greece and Paris. Completing her postgraduate
studies in economics and marketing was influenced
by French gastronomy and the seriousness that
the French faced with, the professional chefs
and changed her route by deciding to study and
dedicate to cooking.

Known throughout Greece as the ‘First Lady of Greek
Cuisine,’ Argiro has devoted her life’s work to sharing the
secrets from the Greek kitchen -modern and ancientwith her audience and fans around the globe.
She was born in Paros, an island in the Aegean Sea
nested between Mykonos and Santorini.
She was raised among smells and flavors, pure Greek
pictures and a family that had the hospitality and the
family lunch as a very special characteristic.
Argiro revived the myth of Papadakis restaurant in March
1996 by re-opening the restaurant’s doors in Naoussa,
Paros.
The menu from 1996 until today is based on fish, seafood
and authentic local products from all over Greece.From Jean Paul Gaultier, Carla Bruni and a throng of
celebrity diners to Athenian media, locals and tourists, diners flock to Argiro for her coveted tables, her
signature cuisine and her personal touch.
In her own words, she believes that Greek Cuisine deserves her own high position in the worlds gastronomy.
Greek Cuisine is as pure and refined as the spirit of its citizens. The chef is determined to share her love and
knowledge of it throughout the land. She always accompanies the Mediterranean diet with her philosophy.
That means healthy local products with a flavor that allures everyone who tries them.

She started her culinary professional studies at
Le Cordon Bleu, Ritz Escoffier, Alain Ducasse
formation and Lenôtre schools in Paris.
In Paris, with her sister Maria, she created Evi Evane
supporting with fervor and patriotic ambition the
Greek gastronomy. Moreover in the two caterer,
they only offer Greek dishes for home or for the
office, along with 150 product from all over Greece,
from local producers, that Dina herself choose.
In Athens, she started in 2006 her career in
television, in the show “Proinos kafès” at the
national channel Ant1. From 2009 to 2011, she is in the channel Star with the tv show “Nistiki praktore”and
then in 2012, with “Stin kouzina me tin Dina”.
In 2010, she started in the French channel Cusine TV, her show “Ma cuisine grecque” that presents recipes
and dishes from all over Greece. In 2013, she presents the show “Ellinon Geuseis” in the Skaï channel. In
2013-2014 she continues her gastronomical journey through her show “Ena trapezi Ellada (A table from
Greece)”. For 8 years, she wrote in the magazine Gastronomos, from the Kathimerini newspaper, in which
she presented her creations. Today she continues to create from the magazine Olive, from the newspaper
Proto Thema.
Supporting the idea that knowledge should be transmitted, she taught for a long time in the gastronomical
schools of Greece and France (Chef d’Oeuvre, Le Monde, Le Cordon Bleu).
The book “Cuisine de l’école Chef d’Oeuvre” is the first to have whom the World Cookbooks awards, as
the best Greek book of professional cooking, whereas her other 6 books are fully appreciated by the Greek
and the international public. Her book “Greece, family and traditional cooking” was published by the SwissFrench publisher “La Martinière”.
Her last book, Alone in the kitchen, published by Minoas, is an ideal tool for those who decided to live alone,
the students and for those who start in cooking. This book has a particular value, because all the copyrights
are transferred to the Greek association of the bone marrow donors.
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ATHENS REVIVAL I APARTMENTS

LUXURY APARTMENT ΙΝ PLAKA

AKADIMIAS MANSION

The Luxury Apartment is located in the very heart of Athens city center, in Plaka. The apartment offers great panoramic

It is definitely one of the most prestigious apartments in the heart of the cosmopolitan center of Athens. The apartment offers

views of the Acropolis monument and a swimming pool for moments of ultimate relaxation. It consists of 4 bedrooms, fully

breathtaking views of the city and mountains. The newly furbished apartment creates a feel of luxury living while having a

equipped kitchen, bathrooms, living room and while it features the latest technological equipment.

simple and minimal decoration. Located only a few steps away from Voukourestiou street, which is the main fashion district

The apartment is situated only a few meters away from Plaka, Ermou street, the Hellenic Parliament and the famous Kolonaki
area of Athens. The guests will have the opportunity to visit lots of archaeological sites, museums as well as fashion districts
which are just around the corner.

of the country. The lovers of fashion will be able to find all the famous boutiques as Prada, Louis Vuitton, Dior and the ultimate
epitome of fashion in Greece, the Attica Department Store. The connoisseurs of food will have the chance rejoice in their
lunch or dinner at the gate of the center of Athens, the historic cafe and restaurant Zonars. The guests of the apartment can
also visit the famous Pallas theater while having also the chance to walk through the Aeropagitou street and walk on the
hilltop of Acropolis.
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BESPOKE EVENT MANAGEMENT

PRIVATE TOURS

Organize the perfect private event at your favourite venue, luxury yacht, villa or even at secluded locations such as a private

Boasting a rich history while exuding a distinct air of exuberance, Greece has successfully managed to establish itself as one

or isolated beach, famous sightseeings & centers of culture, all over the globe.

of the most fascinating European Destinations. From the cosmopolitan city centre of Athens to the Santorini Caldera and

From wedding proposals to anniversaries, birthday parties, national holidays or even corporate meetings, a luxuriously
organized private event is one of the best ways to celebrate any occasion.
Contact our dedicated concierge desk to start planning your private event by choosing from a variety of unique services as

from the romantic alleyways of Monastiraki and Plaka to the picturesque Little Venice of Mykonos.
Enjoy the rich history and beautiful scenery of Greece by taking a Private Tour to some of the most breathtaking sights our
country has to offer with the help of “Luxury Concierge”.

well as making arrangements for your very own fireworks show, private acting or hiring world-class singers, entertainers &
other celebrities. We can tailor and craft your very own occasion based on your needs & special requests. There are endless
reasons to gather around a table.
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ATHENS RIVIERA
Located only 10 miles south of the historical center of the Greek capital, the Athens Riviera is an almost infinite rocky
coastline filled with idyllic beaches, palm trees and five-star hotels, glamorous restaurants as well as some of the
most dazzling party venues in the country.
From the glamorous shopping district of Glyfada to the crystal-clear waters of Vouliagmeni and from the luxurious
residential area of Panorama to the historical ambience of Cape Sounio, there is always something for everyone at
the Athenian Riviera.
The Athens Riviera is expected to gain an even further boost within the next decades with the development of a
variety of mega-projects such as the Hellenikon Project, the renovation of the Astir Palace as well as the development
of a brand new hotel complex at Asteria in Glyfada.

ATHENS RIVIERA I HOTELS

GRAND RESORT
LAGONISSI
Escape in a haven of relaxation and grandeur by the
azure of the sea, delve in the pleasures of luxury
and experience the epitome of indulgence in the
dreamiest island-like resort of the Athenian Riviera.
Nestled on a stunning 300-km² peninsula in south
Attica, the Grand Resort boasts an outdoor heated
infinity pool, exquisite dining and holistic spa
treatments. Its luxurious rooms enjoy unobstructed
Saronic Gulf views.
The 5-star Grand Resort Lagonissi offers chic rooms
and beachfront bungalows, each with marble-lined
bathroom and elegantly appointed seating area. Inroom massage and in-room dining are available.
The resort is situated in a convenient location
along the Athenian Riviera only 22 km from Athens
International Airport, 40 km from the port of
Piraeus, 20 km from the port of Lavrion and 27 km
from the temple of Poseidon in Sounio.
Guests wishing to escape in an oasis of relaxation

FOUR SEASONS TO OPEN IN 2019

and repose in the south suburbs of Athens while
standing close to all major venues, tourist attractions,

Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, the world’s leading luxury hospitality company, and Astir Palace Vouliagmeni S.A., the

entertainment options, beaches, shopping and

Greek hospitality market leader, have announced plans to bring the first Four Seasons hotel to Greece on the Astir Palace

cultural districts of Athens are welcome to step into

peninsula. Following extensive upgrades to the existing hotel, the new hotel will debut as Four Seasons Astir Palace Hotel

a lavish world by the sea situated only 30 minutes

Athens in spring 2018.

away from the city centre.

Conveniently located 25 kilometres (16 miles) south of Athens and 24 kilometres (15 miles) from the Athens airport in the
area of Vouliagmeni along a pristine shoreline of the Aegean coast, the new Hotel will bring Four Seasons signature service to
Greece for the first time. The iconic Astir Palace has long been favoured by elite international and Greek clientele. In addition
to the Hotel, the peninsula, stretched across 30 hectares (75 acres) of pine-dotted and scenic landscaped gardens, also
comprises upscale retail and dining options, including Matsuhisa Athens by Nobu; Astir Beach, a unique seaside concept;
Astir Marina; and high-end seafront residences.
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ATHENS RIVIERA I HOTELS

SOMEWHERE
VOULIAGMENI

THE MARGI
A boutique hotel and SLH member in the most
exclusive area of the Athenian Riviera, Vouliagmeni,
The Margi hotel is a heaven away from home. In

SOMEWHERE

Boutique

Hotel,

located

in

an ideal location just a few steps from the Riviera’s

Vouliagmeni Athens, on the heavenly beach side

most elegant sandy beaches and close enough to

of the shore. The Boutique is designed as modern,

Athens Historical sites.

authentic and laid back to serve our distinctive
guests.

With its superb cuisine and organic food from its
farm, friendly and attentive staff and exquisite design,

SOMEWHERE Boutique Hotel also provide guests

this hotel offers a truly memorable experience and

with a gym, a business center and conference

comfortable ambiance for all travelers all year round.

room facilities. The very well design outdoor pool is
giving the view of the full shore, while indulging with
cocktails and refreshments.

EDEN BEACH

DIVANI
APOLLON PALACE

Boasting a privileged location across the Athenian
coastline, Eden Beach Resort offers contemporary

Offering a prime location in the heart of the Athenian

accommodation and friendly services just a breath

Riviera, the Divani Apollon Palace & Thalasso is the

away from the major sights and attractions of the

perfect place for a memorable stay in Athens. This

city. Combining smooth accessibility to the historic

luxury hotel offers you the only Thalassotherapy

city center and all other points of interest in Attica

center in the Attica region, lavish guest rooms and

along with the absolute tranquility of an unspoiled

suites all with stunning sea views, a private beach,

retreat, this is just the place to be!

outdoor swimming pools, restaurants and bars and
extensive business and events facilities.
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ATHENS RIVIERA I RESTAURANTS/BARS

DOURAMBEIS

ISLAND CLUB
& RESTAURANT

Dourambeis is one of the best fish restaurants in the
region of Mikrolimano, near the port of Piraeus.

For more than 27 years, Island club restaurant is the most
popular destination of Athens for those who stand for
quality and style. Island, the emblematic place of Athens
Riviera, which is literally scrambled up the rock, offers
a refreshing escape, from the warm summer evenings
in Athens. Frozen cocktails by experienced mixologists,
lounge music and dance parties, visitors from around the
world, all come together to create the ideal atmosphere.
Island, can welcome “through the sea” visitors and
yacht tenders, through the specially shaped platform.
Island is the club for which the international press has
repeatedly referred to on the stories about Greece, and
famous international visitors like Meryl Streep, Valentino,
Tommy Hilfiger, Jaun Paul Gaultier, Bruce Willis, Hugh
Jackman and so many others, walk through its paths
every summer.

Since 1932, when Dourabeis opened its doors it serves
excellent quality food of traditional Greek cuisine in a
traditional yet elegant environment. If you are a fish lover
this is the ideal place for you!
Fresh salads, marinated crawfish and fresh fish that
it is selected every day remain the highlights of the
restaurant. Of course you can enjoy seafood, Greek
appetizers and other daily Greek specialities.
The secret of the success for so many years is the
excellent quality which has never changed and remains
unaltered. Visiting celebrities, politicians, film stars,
members of the international jet set often choose this
traditional fish restaurant for their lunch or dinner.
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ITHAKI

NOBU MATSUHISA

Consisting of a classical choice and adding value to
high profile events, this well known restaurant, has
the privilege of a breathtaking location at an exclusive
area of the south coast. It offers an authentic
gastronomic experience with an impressive guest list
including famous jet setters among others – Athina
Onasis, Bill Clinton, Sean Connery, Julio Iglesias
and Leonardo Di Caprio – at Ithaki your invitees will
enjoy a ritual of excellence in taste, service and high
quality.

Synonymous with legendary signature dishes such
as Tiradito, chef Nobu’s restaurants revolutionized
the image of Japanese cuisine in the Western World,
establishing a “New Style Japanese cuisine” colored
with South American & Western influences.
With sweeping views over the white cubist houses
of Chora that tumble down the hillside into the
eternity of the Aegean Sea, guests can indulge in the
hotel’s resident mixologists’ signature Martinis and
cocktails, a vintage champagne selection and finger
food at the restaurant’s Matsuhisa Bar.
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BLENDS
Blends. The place to blend your senses. Blends, with
its architecture of urban and natural elements and the
contemporary interior design, manages to create a perfect
mishmash of truly unique experiences blending with the
senses. The key elements of Blends are the multiple levels
of construction and the high aesthetic landscape design in
the outdoor spaces.
The earthy colors prevail, while the architects of
“Molindris+Associates” have put a lot of attention even to
the slightest detail. All visitors have the opportunity to walk
around the various venues of the property and enjoy the
multiple choices at all times of the day. The famous barista
Nikos Filippis, had designed a unique list of beverages,
especially for Blends Espresso Bar. All the drinks, flavors
and tastes will satisfy even the most pretentious guests.
The menu which is exclusively signed by chef Kostas
Lolas, combines Mediterranean cuisine with an emphasis

on meat, presented in a unique way, stunning
between the old and the new. The expert sommelier
Alexandros Papadopoulos, has devised the list of
wines not only from Greek famous vineyards, but
from all over the world. For cigar lovers, the Prive
Cigar Lounge awaits them.
The entertainment and parties at Blends go on and
on at night at the really impressive bar of theproperty.
All guests can enjoy their cocktails through the vast
variety of signature cocktails, edited by the bar
leader Myrsini Spaneli. The collaboration with Artion
Galleries brings a new dimension to the philosophy
of all day-restaurants. Artists from around the world
present unique works, sculptures and paintings that
will adorn the Blends site.
Blends keeping up with its tradition and philosophy
of “see, feel, taste, smell and listen”, will evolve the
game of blending and raising awareness on all levels.
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ATHENS RIVIERA I VILLAS

VILLA KINOI
The luxury villa is located on the main avenue leading
to Sounio. The buildings have been completely restored
and maintained yearly. The latest renovation took place
in 2014.
The whole land area is 7.700 sqm and total buildings are
about 700 sqm. The beachfront house offers amazing
views of the sea for moments of pure relaxation. The villa
consists of two swimming pools and one soccer field
that can accommodate the football lovers of all ages.

VILLA SUNSHINE
This magnificent residence, located on the outskirts
of Southern Attica, is of exceptional architectural
taste and offers stunning views of the Saronic Bay.
The interior is minimal in design, and furnished with
top of the line designer furniture. On four levels, with
an interior elevator, this home is built so that there
are sea views from every room.

VILLA AL MARE
The 1000m Beachfront House, is located in Lagonissi, Greece. The whole 5,000 square meters area consists of lush ground
elevated for totally unobstructed views to the sea, a stunning lake and dramatic driveaway dominate the entrance to the
estate and set the tone for grandeur. The villa consists of two wings that give the residence the form of the Greek letter Pi.
The house offers 7 bedrooms and 9 bathrooms. Every major room and bedroom in the house opens onto a divinely modern
swimming pool and patio area designed in natural earthy-grey tones. This contemporary masterpiece offers a gym with a
hammam and two bathrooms, a gourmet kitchen, a chapel, a fully equipped barbecue, an alfresco dining area with a marble
bench seating and a separate staff house with two bedrooms. The residence also benefits from solid wood flooring and
extensive use of marble and granite throughout.
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ATHENS RIVIERA I BEACH BARS/RESTAURANTS

KRABO
Krabo is perfectly located on a secluded bay in the
exclusive Kavouri area. The colors that blend with
the natural surrounding, Krabo has simple but chic
aesthetics. The guests are welcome to soak up the
Greek sun on fully serviced sunbeds and cabanas. Its
unique boho chic style among with the exceptional
cuisine of the executive chef Dimitris Gouvianakis, create
an ideal location and ambiance for all guests.

BEACH HOUSE
ISLAND
The ultimate private beach experencience of the
Athenian Riviera is located at the Island Club &
Restaurant. The guests are invited to enjoy the
crystal clear blue water of the beautiful gulf. It is
definitely the perfect escape for those who spend
their summer vacations in the capital city of Greece.
The pleasant and comfortable environment as well
as the excellent service provided, will definitely create
an ideal scenery for all visitors. The lounge music as
well as the fresh cocktails and the delicious snacks,
will leave the guests with the best impression.

ASTIR BEACH
White and the color of natural wood blend in aesthetic harmoni with the sea blue and the different shades of green of the
palm and olive trees.
The beach’s comfortable and functional facilities respect the environment while offering guests a unique experience in quality
services.
The guests of Astir Beach are invited to pamper themselves on a majestic landscape from sunrise to sunset. Astir Beach
offers ease of mind while providing the option to reserve sunbeds. As the beach has became the ultimate spot to be in the
Athenian Riviera, it attracts the local and international elite. The guests can take the sun, enjoy the exceptional service while
enjoying a fresh and mouthwatering cocktail.
For the food lovers, Nice n Easy restaurant guarantees fantastic culinary and gastronomic moments. The whole concept
and scenery has been set. The healthy-gourmet philosophy of Nice n Easy in combination with the idyllic surroundings will
leave the best of impressions to all visitors. Nice n Easy also offers a great variety of wines and cocktails for those seeking
an elegant night out till late hours.
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THESSALONIKI & CHALKIDIKI
Thessaloniki, the second city of Greece. A land where east meets west and a sprawling metropolis known for its
exquisite cuisine, friendly atmosphere and rejuvenating vibes. The different neighborhoods are little worlds unto
themselves, and when you climb up to the Byzantine walls and take in the whole of Thessaloniki at sunset, you see
what a sprawling, organic city it is.
The city’s centuries-old multicultural history has been associated with great empires, as it has known the Roman,
Byzantine and Ottoman Rule. The town was also greatly influenced by many ethnic and religious groups (Jews,
Latins, Armenians and others) as well as Greeks from Constantinople, Pontus and Asia Minor.
Located only 1 hour away from Thessaloniki, the Chalkidiki peninsula is a treat for visitors. Lush green forests
that reach right down to the beach; golden sunlight reflected in the turquoise waters; a traditional style with a rich
gastronomic and cultural heritage. Endless coves, unique architectural sites, perfectly preserved Christian monument
and a host of of unexplored treasures all add their own rich touch to the unique canvas that is Chalkidiki.

THESSALONIKI & CHALKIDIKI I HOTELS

MAKEDONIA PALACE

THE EXCELSIOR

What makes a luxury hotel really stand out?

This new 5 star Hotel in Thessaloniki centre is a vision

Makedonia Palace offers 276 rooms and suites and

come true for a family of hoteliers with a longstanding

redefines the meaning of luxury stay thanks to its

reputation for their commitment to excellence. The

strategic position and its guest-centered philosophy.

Tornivoukas family of Tor Hotel Group- known also

And that is not all. Classic design style and exclusive

for the Eagles Palace in Ouranoupolis, Halkidiki and

services come together to create a cozy yet refined

the City Hotel in Thessaloniki – owned the renowned

atmosphere, both for leisure and business explorers

Meditéranée Palace Hotel of Thessaloniki (1925-1978),

of Thessaloniki.

being one of the first true luxury hotels in Northern
Greece and in the country.
Recently, the owners of Tor Hotel Group with their
long and well-respected tradition in hospitality,
decided to fully renovate the historic building of The
Excelsior, turning it into a contemporary luxury 5 star
hotel in Thessaloniki.

ELECTRA PALACE

DIAMOND SUITES

Since the first Electra hotel opened back in 1965,

Boasting a privileged location across the Athenian

Electra Hotels and Resorts’ history has been one of

coastline, Eden Beach Resort offers contemporary

warm, luxurious hospitality services.

accommodation and friendly services just a breath
away from the major sights and attractions of the

Operating under the philosophy of traditional Greek

city. Combining smooth accessibility to the historic

hospitality, the hotel group aims at creating an

city center and all other points of interest in Attica

environment full of luxurious details, from which all

along with the absolute tranquility of an unspoiled

the honored guests can explore Greece’s main cities

retreat, this is just the place to be!

(Athens & Thessaloniki) or the island of Rhodes, one
of the country’s most celebrated islands.
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THESSALONIKI & CHALKIDIKI I HOTELS

POMEGRANATE
WELLNESS
SPA HOTEL

MIRAGGIO THERMAL
SPA & RESORT
Breathing deeply under a clear-blue sky, among
infinite waters, young and ancient trees, novel

Located in the coastal Nea Poteidaia Town, the

venues and graceful gardens, gazing in wonder at

5-star Pomegranate Spa Hotel boasts an outdoor

the unrivaled Aegean, basking in the Greek Summer

pool, private beach area and spa centre with sauna,

at a place where luxury springs naturally, and beauty

treatments and steam bath. The uniquely decorated

flows right into you. This is the Miraggio Resort

rooms overlook the garden or sea from their balcony.

experience, a supreme destination for the joy of life.

With elegant decor and offering free Wi-Fi
throughout, each of the guestrooms come with air
conditioning, a satellite TV, DVD player and minibar.
The modern bathroom is stocked with bathrobes,
slippers, a scale and hairdryer.

SANI DUNES

PORTO CARRAS

Beach life meets high life at Sani Dunes. A chic

The most complete & unique resort in Greece, eight

destination where the sophisticated ambience,

times awarded by Conde Nast Traveller, Porto Carras

exceptional cuisine and “grown-up” environment

features two 5 star Hotels, an imposing world-class

promise

Where

Villa, a luxurious Casino and two Thalassotherapy

contemporary style combines perfectly with sublime

the

warmest

of

welcomes.

& Spa Centers. Furthermore, an international-

touches of Mediterranean elegance, handcrafted

standard 18-hole Golf course, the largest and best

furniture, gorgeous fabrics and natural woods

equipped Conference Hall in Northern Greece, a

abound.

Horse Riding Academy, a Tennis Club with 9 courts,
a Diving Center, a Nautical Club, plus Greece’s
largest organic vineyard. The resort also features 3
helipads, 2 waterways and a 315- berth Marina for
those who travel in style!
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THESSALONIKI & CHALKIDIKI I RESTAURANTS/BARS

7 THALASSES
The best seafood restaurant in the city!
A wonderful journey to savor the delicious delights in a
seafood restaurant that worthily deserves the top place in
its category and is famous for its gastronomic creations.

SEAFOOD
SIGNATURE
DISHES

Andreas Voulgaris, the well-known chef, gives emphasis
to the Mediterranean cuisine using raw ingredients from
Greece that are 80% organic. He uses extra virgin cold
pressed olive oil, fresh Greek milk and organic vegetables
from Greek producers.
Its sophisticated Mediterranean menu and an updated wine
cellar can turn any kind of meeting into an unforgettable
dining experience.
10 Kalapothaki Str, Thessaloniki, P.C. 54624
tel.: +30 2310233173, fax: +30 2310233066
info@7thalasses.eu, www.7thalasses.eu
FACEBOOK: 7THALASSES
ACHINOS BEACH, Hanioti, Halkidiki
Tel.: 6947 471 471

CLOCHARD
Clochard over the years has earned righteously its
title of a fine classic restaurant. Starting in 1979 it
was very quickly acknowledged for its quality and
became the favourite place of the business, political
and cultural elite of our country.
Winning the “Toque d’Or” Prize every year in-arow from 2008 till 2016, and many others abroad,
is undoubtely a proof that is an excellent choice for
those demanding in flavour and pleasure.

Nikolaou Plastira 3 & Chilis, Kalamaria, Thessaloniki, Greece
Τ. +30 2310 932 542 | mavrithalassa | www.mavrithalassa.gr
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Welcome to Greece’s most famous and cosmopolitan island, a whitewashed
paradise in the heart of the Cyclades. According to mythology, Mykonos was
formed from the petrified bodies of giants killed by Hercules. And did you
know that the island took its name from the grandson of Apollo, “Mykonos”?

MYKONOS
Since the 1970s, Mykonos has gained the reputation of the most famous cosmopolitan islands of Greece, a
whitewashed paradise in the heart of the Cyclades. Originally a hippie & nude beach destination, in recent year,
Mykonos has managed to establish itself as an international destination, rivaling the likes of Ibiza and St. Tropez.
Set out on a journey to discover a fascinating world where glamour meets simplicity. Mykonos has long been
established as one of the most glamorous destinations in the Mediterranean with billionaires & celebrities, supermodels
& bon vivants mingling together annually to celebrate the Greek summer.
In the last few years, a number of globally renown luxury hospitality brands have chosen Mykonos as the ideal
location for their next business ventures. Celebrity favorites from all over the world such as Ling Ling by Hakkasan
and Buddha Bar have all set up store in what is now known as the most famous island in the world.

WE LOVE
MYKONOS

Set out on a journey to discover a fascinating world where glamour meets
simplicity. On Mykonos international celebrities, european royals and
sophisticated socialites mingle together to celebrate the Greek summer.
Whether you are an entertainment junkie out for a real good time, or a
visitor who wishes to explore the island’s history and tradition, Mykonos will
certainly meet your expectations.
Following the election of Mayor Konstantinos Koukas in 2014, the island is
currenty going through a process of rapid modernization quickly establishing
its name as the most cosmopolitan destination in the Mediterranean.
Originally born in Mykonos but with strong ties to Europe and the world, the
new mayor of Mykonos is young, succesful and certainly has what it takes
to bring the island to the next level. Contact our dedicated concierge desk
to book your luxury trip at the cosmopolitan island of Mykonos.
www.luxuryconcierge-greece.com.gr

MYKONOS I HOTELS

KENSHŌ BOUTIQUE
HOTEL & SUITES

KENSHŌ PSAROU
Mykonos’ latest and greatest boutique beach hotel
in Psarou beach was just born. Kenshō Boutique

Combining luxury with traditional Cycladic touches,

Hotels & Suites’ new addition, Kenshō Psarou, is

Kenshō Boutique Hotel and Suites boast elegantly

here to change Greek hospitality.

designed units with state-of the- art amenities within

The five star hotel property is set on one of the

a 1-minute walk of Ornos Beach.

world’s most exclusive beach, where Aegean

Some feature their own private pool, while others

architecture meets the local stone and the aged

are equipped with a private hot tub. The awarded

wood. The hotel offers, 30 luxury rooms and suites

gourmet restaurant of Kenshō Boutique Hotel &

where each of them has a different story to tell.

Suites enjoys Ornos beach views and offers Greek
and Mediterranean cuisine with fresh and local

The rooms and the suites come with either outdoor

ingredients from all over Greece.

Jacuzzi or private plunge pool. The guests have
the opportunity to lie back and behold the views

For all the 25 luxurious rooms and 10 suites,

of the sea. In the night they can enjoy a luxury

attention to detail is a trademark for each room.

dining on the water’s edge at the Kenshō Psarou

Sharing the same architectural philosophy, but with

lounge. The menu bears the signature of the

a different decorative concept, the 35 “art spaces”

famous Myconian chef Ippokratis Anagnostelis and

tell their own story.

offer Mediterranean cuisine with an emphasis on

Kenshō illustrates the power of minimalism and

seafood. Aromas of Greece, Japanese influences

incorporates elements that give color, life and

and Peruvian flavors are used in artistic ways to

dynamic. Framed by the unique light of the Cyclades,

create gourmet dishes. The pool and the sea lie just

each item situated around the hotel is unique, with

a few steps away. Right outside the door is the busy

authentic artwork and design.

and cosmopolitan Psarou Beach, the most famous

Featuring imaginative and original recipes, high-

beach on the island.

quality ingredients, Greek and Mediterranean

The guests are invited to spoil themselves at the

cuisine with a modern approach. The guests of the

Kenshō Beach Spa. At this well-being and beauty

brand-new and awarded Kenshō restaurant have

powerhouse, therapeutic rituals instantly calm and

the unique opportunity to taste dishes which are the

uplift.

standards of Greek and Mediterranean cuisine.
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MYKONOS ELEGANCE
AND SIMPLICITY
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MYKONOS I HOTELS

MYCONIAN
AMBASSADOR
HOTEL RELAIS
& CHATEAUX

SANTA MARINA,
A LUXURY
COLLECTION
RESORT

The Ambassador is a luxury hotel in Mykonos,

Santa Marina is an uber-luxe retreat for explorers

capturing the essence of Myconian charm and the

and collectors of the world’s island idyll experiences.

celebrated “art de vivre” of Relais & Châteaux. Mere
steps from the fine sand of Platis Gialos, and built

Set overlooking the exquisite and iconic Ornos

in sympathy with the slope, its architecture blends

Bay, Santa Marina crucially commands the only

contemporary chic with tones and textures borrowed

private beach on Mykonos, making its transparent

from the local vernacular. Interiors that embody the

turquoise waters and white silk sands a genuine

clean line and cool sophistication of high design flow

sanctuary from the public eye.

into the quiet comfort of luxurious bedrooms, or spill

Rooms and suites all have beautifully refurbished

out onto the spectacular terrace that is the heart of

designer interiors and panoramic sea views from

the hotel.

their individual balconies.
The private villas of the complex were built to take
maximum advantage of the spectacular sea views,
while affording the utmost privacy to guests.

KIVOTOS

Throughout the property, traditional, sugar-cube
Mykonian architecture is woven through sparkling

Set on a rocky hillside overlooking the Aegean Sea,

private pools, terraces and gardens.

this luxe hotel with a private beach is 4 km from

The 2 Restaurants of the Hotel, including the

the iconic Mykonos windmills and 17 km from the

Buddha Bar Beach, offer exhilarating culinary and

Archaeological Museum of Delos.

entertainment experiences by the sea.

The airy rooms come with free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TVs

The hotel is also well-known as a perfect destination

anad balconies. Upgraded rooms feature whirlpool

for Weddings. Imagine declaring eternal love where

tubs and sea views.

endless sky, silky sand and turquoise water meet.

Suites add sitting areas, and some have private
pools. Room service is available.
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MYKONOS I HOTELS

MYKONOS GRAND

CAVO TAGOO

In harmony with its awesome setting rises Mykonos

Resting into a wondrous cliffside in Mykonos town,

Grand.

the legendary CAVO TAGOO draws world travellers

A luxury beach resort inspirationally conceived to

into a seductive realm of sensuous pleasures. A
realm of unpretentious class, style and glamour,

capture the essence of surrounding natural wonders

seamlessly blending the elements of Cycladic

and host the most welcome and appreciated guests

tradition with the magnificence of contemporary

with world class luxury.

architecture, the jet-setting vibes of Mykonos and

The Mykonos Grand Luxury Hotel & Resort offers

the notion of chic barefoot luxury.

the perfect setting for rare moments of romance,

CAVO TAGOO has succeeded in being a world-

adventure, and excitement… and memories to last
a lifetime.

favoured cosmopolitan 5 Star hotel and a dream

BILL & COO

ABSOLUT MYKONOS

The 5-star Bill & Coo offers sea-view suites,

Absolut Mykonos Hotel begun its life in 2017 but

Mediterranean flavours and an infinity pool with

its predecessor, Golden Star Hotel, rocked the

views of the bay. Situated on Megali Ammos Beach

Mykonian Hotel scene since 1990 until October

of Mykonos, it is a member of the Leading Hotels of

2016.

destination for seekers of unique experiences.

the World.

All of the hotel suites are loaded with a Nespresso

Bill & Coo’s luxury suites feature contemporary

Coffee Machine, Flat 32’ TV screen Full HD with

design and modern bathrooms with shower or

the ability of checking your account any time on

bathtub. Each is equipped with free WiFi, CD/DVD

demand pay for services, organize a Spa Massage

player, satellite LCD TV and working desk. Some

and of course get some of the most important tips

rooms include an outdoor hot tub. The new coastal

for the island any time of the day.

suites are located in Agios Ioannis, at the Bill & Coo

A mini fridge to get filled up prior to your arrival by

Coast adults-only complex, within 2.5 miles of the

choosing one of the hotel mini-bar boosters.

main property.
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MYKONOS I RESTAURANTS/BARS

OVAC
Built at the edge of a rock, right in front of the sea with
an outstanding view of the Aegean sea, Ovac is the new
gastronomic entry in Mykonos, located inside the Cavo
Tagoo Hotel.
It is a perfect combination of the contemporary luxury and
the Cycladic aesthetics in a cosmopolitan, chic and at
the same time simple environment. The executive chef
Mr Plychronis Damalas, who has been highly related to
the Mediterranean/Asian cuisine, has prepared a menu
for the newly opened Ovac that guarantees, a truly
unique gastronomical experience. The signature dishes
of the executive chef is a mix of the Mediterranean and
the exotic raw ingredients of international cuisines like
the ones of Spain, Mexico and Peru. The guests of
Ovac Mykonos, will have the chance to taste the unique
products of Greek Luxury Products company.

SEA SATIN
Sea Satin has remarkable location and is renowned
as one of the most charming restaurants in
Mykonos, literally sitting on the ocean, this
reputable restaurant has much to impress. Waves
are actually crashing into the windows as you dine.
Countless white tabletops line a gravel landscape
as stray cats and energetic waiters in all white carry
oversize platters and jugs of homemade dripping
oils. Open-air dining under the bright sky coastal
lights and candle lights.
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MYKONOS I RESTAURANTS/BARS

BUDDHA BAR BEACH

KATRIN

Undoubtedly one of the hot spots on the island of
Mykonos, guests of Buddha Bar Beach can look
forward to a distinctive experience that combines the
signature atmosphere of the renowned restaurant with
the unparalleled views of the Aegean Sea.

Even if you asked for directions in advance, the
labyrinth-like interior streets of Mykonos will inevitably
have you asking again. Luckily, every local knows
the famous dining institution named after the feisty
septuagenarian-chef. A beautiful boutique-style
location on a narrow walking street is lined with
whitewash tables and large picture windows looking
into the legendary restaurant. With no more than ten
inside tables, guests vie for the best positioning under
an exaggerated ceiling and homey-décor.

A choice of exceptional Mediterranean & Greek fusion
cuisine, together with Buddha Bar specialties will be
offered for lunch and daytime hours. When the sun
sets with backdrop the majestic blues, Buddha Bar
dishes take the lead with utterly delightful tastes and
unsurpassed quality to offer.
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INTERNI

ROCA COOKERY

Interni Restaurant, remains the most enduring
value of the “island of winds” when it comes to
gastronomy high requirements. The most beautiful
garden in Matogiannia is inspired and designed by
renowned designer Paola Navone, combined with
a personal touch from owner Nikos Varveris. This is
an ideal destination for dinner & drinks in the heart of
the island, set against the Cycladic sky.

Roca Cookery is all about greek cuisine! Using only
the highest quality ingredients from local producers
and fresh fish to provide the most amazing,
delectable and flavorful Greek dishes - served in the
most elegant way possible.
The menu’s dishes are simple and delicious with
a focus on local products, and the crowd pleasing
space will beckon you to stay here for hours on end.
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MYKONOS I RESTAURANTS/BARS

SCORPIOS

SANTANNA

A rocky crease on the southern part of the island of
Mykonos, just a few minutes drive away from the
island’s main town, provides the ideal setting for
Scorpios, a lifestyle commune where restaurant meets
boutique hotel and nightclub becomes Zen retreat.

SantAnna isn’t just a place to be seen, it’s a chance
to enter the constellation and shine. Exclusive to
SantAnna, our VIP islands were created to shimmer
on top of our seawater swimming pool. When you’re
tired of all of that swimming, sipping, supping,
shopping and sunning, just grab your key and head
below ground (read: under the swimming pool) to
your private cabin to shower, refresh and have a quick
respite before doing it all again.

Sitting on its own peninsula, hugged by the wild wonder
of a protected natural reserve and overlooking Paraga
and Kavos lagoons on either side, this is a spot that
offers visitors uninterrupted views across the Aegean
sea, as far as the mind can travel.

PRINCIPOTE
PANORMOS
MYKONOS

NAMMOS
Since its beginning, Nammos has become one of
the most famous beach restaurants in Europe and
a beloved destination for locals and visitors from
around the world.

Offering a unique seaside gastronomic experience,
our Mykonos beach restaurant is located in Panormos
Beach, Mykonos. In this nature-infused, bohemian
chic ambiance, you will find supreme comfort while
admiring the unrivalled views of Panormos bay.

Located on the beautiful Psarou beach in Mykonos,
it combines culinary excellence and impeccable
service with stunning views of crystal blue waters
and an incredible ambience.

Imagine soaking up the sun on the stunning white
powdery sandy beach, surrounded by a palette
of crystal clear waters in a variety of shades, while
sipping on mouthwatering, handcrafted signature
cocktails prepared by the best mixologists.
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MYKONOS I BARS

ASTRA
Once the clock strikes 12:00 get out your dancing
shoes as this place rocks till dawn. An eclectic crowd,
you might mingle with rock legends, supermodels, and
people from all walks of life. So when you are visiting
Mykonos and the stars come out at night head to the
brightest star of all, Astra Bar.

QUEEN
OF MYKONOS
Queen Bar Mykonos is a famous bar in the heart of
the Mykonos’ nightlife at the centre of Chora. It is also
the meeting place in Mykonos for anyone wishing to
relax or have fun over coffee or drinks with friends
in a specially designed space with excellent service.
Come to Queen Bar to enjoy the best cocktails, meet
people and have fun! Queen Bar is ideal for any time
of day. You can sit outside and watch passersby
while sipping your cocktail, or take a seat at the bar.
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MYKONOS I VILLAS

ALEOMANDRA WHITE
ROCK
The luxury villa in Mykonos, is specially designed
based on the Mykonian architecture. It is carefully
blended with modern features and infrastructure. The
result is an exceptional property crafted with care.
The White Rock Villa breathes with its environment in
a transparent language of water and stones while it
offers the outstanding view of the white and deep blue
Aegean Sea. The White Rock Villa is designed by the
Patrick Helou Architects.

VILLA IN TOWN
Located in the heart of Mykonos town, where the
traditional architecture blended with modern features.
The villa is composed of lower and upper floors with
two independent entrances, five bedrooms Villa art
deco & three bedrooms loft style. The villa breaths
with its environment in a transparent language of
water features, store, white and sunset.
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Reservations: +30.6956.96.96.96 | info@zinasvillas.com | www.zinasvillas.com

Book your Sunbed
in Paradise!
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MYKONOS I VILLAS

VILLA JADE

VILLA BLEU

On the island of Mykonos, this luxurious villa with
stunning panoramic views of the Aegean Sea and the
cosmopolitan town of Mykonos, exudes the style and
sophistication of the island combining modern minimal
style with traditional Mykonian architecture.

This luxury villa is a beautiful three level complex with
modern design. Offering privacy, it is located in the
southern part of the island, in the area of Kalo Livadi,
enjoying a truly beautiful elevated location 50m from
the private beach of Loulos and 650 m from Kalo
Livadi beach. Evoking a great sense of freedom,
the property is built at eye-level totally unobstructed
with the horizon, offering soothing views of the blue
Aegean Sea connecting with the clear Mediterranean
sky.

Conveniently located (approximately 20-minute walk or
5-minute drive from the town), on a 11.000 m2 plot
of land, the total residence in its 1.000 m2, features 6
suites (with private bathrooms), 1 double bedroom, 4
staff rooms, fireplace, wooden floors, stone walls and
indoor windows with underwater view of the pool.
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VILLA IVI

VILLA PURITY

Villa Ivi is a jewel among the finest vacation properties
of Mykonos, ideally situated on a hillside overlooking
the Aegean and the imposing island of Delos. This
exceptional holiday villa is a perfect example of
the spectacular effects resulting from the fusion of
natural assets, traditional architecture and modern
inspiration. The whitewashed walls alternate with
areas of plain stone and the bold geometric forms
give their way to soft curves and high arches that
create an almost abstract, stage-set quality typical
of the Myconian architecture.

Villa Purity is located on a stark slope that overlooks
Lia, one of the most beautiful beaches in Mykonos,
and affords spectacular views that extend all
the way to the bay of Kalafatis. This handsome
example of Cycladic architecture is one of two sister
villas that can be rented separately or together to
accommodate larger parties.True to the vernacular
architecture, the architect of the structure presents a
contemporary twist to the traditional island dwelling.
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KENSHO ORNOS

OVAC MYKONOS AND SANTORINI
Chronis Damalas

George Stylianoudakis

Chef Chronis Damalas AKA “Polychronis” is the soul and
creative force behind Cavo Tagoo’s Restaurants in Mykonos
and Santorini.

Taste the Unexpected

An International calibre Head Chef with 18-years of culinary
experience, Polychronis studied in New York where he landed
his first job in NOBU then worked his way up throughout
Europe.

Imaginative recipes by Chef George Stylianoudakis take you on
a journey of Cretan and Cycladic cuisine. Choose 6 or 9 courses
of fresh ingredients from land and sea. Everything from lamb
to lobster, scallops to sea urchin, watermelon tartar to Cretan
baklava is yours to enjoy. And for our vegetarian friends, we have
an exclusive gastronomy menu.

In his early days he collaborated with renowned chefs in
Michelin star awarded restaurants such as Le Moulin De
Mougins, Varoulko, Berasategui, Arzac restaurant then upon
his return to Greece at the iconic 48 the restaurant following
Nobu Matsuhisa Mykonos.
Nowadays Chronis Damalas is known as an eccentric
innovator, the driving force behind Mediterranean Asian
fusion cuisine in Greece as he has been among the first chefs
in the country who has orchestrated Japanese and Asianfusion restaurants like KIKU and Izakaya.
Polychronis currently heads OVAC restaurants at luxury
lifestyle 5 * Cavo Tagoo hotels on Mykonos and Santorini, appears on master chef Greece and is the chef
behind the recent face-lift of the iconic 1800 Restaurant in Santorini that now goes under the name NAOS
Santorini .
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Kenshō Fine Dining Restaurant is pleased to unveil a new
gastronomy menu.

Mykonos’s Awarded Restaurant
The fine dining is matched only by the romantic atmosphere and outstanding guest services. Our accolades
include FNL Awards, Greek Cuisine by Athinorama, Greek Hospitality Awards, and the best Food Styling/
Presentation at World Restaurant Awards 2017.
A Meal With a View
The gastronomy menu will be served this year on our new patio, which also has a plunge pool and a view
of Ornos bay you’ll remember forever. The guests of Kensho Ornos, will have the chance to taste products
of through the portfolio of Greek Luxury Products.
Make Your Reservation to Discover the Delights of Mykonos
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KENSHO PSAROU

PRIVATE CHEF EXPERIENCE

Ippokratis Anagnostelis

Breakfast:
This concept aims to offer a nice start to the day of the guests.
It is traditional but at the same time a really rich and nutritious
experience. The guests will have the chance to taste fresh eggs,
smoothies, vegetables and fruits.

Chef Ippokratis Anagnostelis, after completing his studies at the
Le Monde Institute in Greece, he rapidly joined the world of teh
haute cuisine. After having a long career on his back, today, in
2018, he has been nominated as the executive chef of the newly
opened Kensho Boutique in Psarrou, Mykonos.
Days after completing his studies, Chef Ippokratis, started
working at the Alekos Bar-Restaurant, where he completed
successful his first internship. Moorings in Vouliagmeni, and Astir
Palace are only few of the places, where the chef managed to
gain experience and ameliorate his techniques. He then join the
cold kitchen team of the Hytra & Blue Hytra restaurants as chef
de partie.
His passion and compassion, made him create an awareness
around his name and that was the time, when he took the next
step and started working at the Date Restaurant in Athens as the
leading cook, under the blessing of the Chef Mr Panagiotopoulos.
In 2009, he moved to Mykonos where he worked for five star
hotel properties and restaurants such as: Mykonos Grand,
Jackie O’ Beach Bar and Scorpios. Due to the seasonality of the
island, the winter time found Ippokratis working at the Pentelikon Hotel in Athens as an executive chef, while
in 2015, he became a crucial part of the KIKU group working at the Kiku Kolonaki, K for KIKU in Vouliagmeni
and K for KIKU in New Psychico.

Beach cooking:
It is a bohemian experience with exclusive custom made services
which will exceed the expectations of the guests. The location
of the cooking class and dinner experience, is a secluded beach
where the chef and his team will prepare the setting complying
with the clients’ requests.
Seafood Cooking:
The ultimate gastronomical journey for the seafood lovers, will take place on a venue of the guests’ choice. A
scene will be set ideally so that they can enjoy an amazing sunset accompanied with fresh seafood. Lobsters,
sea urchins, fish, shellfish, oysters and a lot more that the guests will enjoy while watching a spectacular
sunset.
Yacht cooking:
Preparing the experience by the Aegean Sea. A candlelit dinner could or a cocktail party could be easily
arranged. The guests can be entertained and savour their special moments with a touch of stylish marine life.
Villa cooking:
Within their villa, the guests could have their private chef, for gastronomic creation. That would turn their
holiday to an one of a kind gastronomic experience. Fresh fish, meat and local ingredients will be used in
order to create a tasty and well balanced menu.

In 2017, Athens had a new gastronomical and nightlife entry, at the very heart of the Athenian city center,
in Kolonaki. Its name, Zurbaran. Months after, Zurbaran obtain chef Ippokratis, where he combined his
creativity and imagination with his culinary knowledge. His plates were more likely to seem pieces of art
rather than a traditional meal. Simple but yet luxurious and absolutely tasteful, enjoyed by the true lovers of
the international cuisine.
In July 2018, Kensho Psarrou, opened its doors, as the second member of the group, in an outstanding
location, close to the cosmopolitan Nammos Beach Bar, while retaining the ZEN concepts that connects
the body and soul of humans with the nature.
Greek Luxury Products, proudly announces the collaboration with the Chef. All guests and visitors of the
Hotel and restaurants, will have the opportunity to taste the high quality of the products with the signature
of Ippokratis on them.
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SANTORINI
Crescent-shaped Santorini (or Thíra), the precious gem of the Aegean, is actually a group of islands consisting of
Thíra, Thirassiá, Asproníssi, Palea and Nea Kaméni in the southernmost part of the Cyclades. The iconic group of
islands is actually an active volcano and probably the only volcano in the world whose crater is in the sea.
Santorini is considered to be the most sought after place for a romantic getaway in Greece, since there are not
many places in the world where you can enjoy exquisitely clear waters while perched on the rim of a massive active
volcano in the middle of the sea! The island has a growing reputation as a “wedding destination” for couples not only
from Greece but from all over the world.

SANTORINI I HOTELS

DESITERRA
LUXURY SUITES
& VILLAS

VEDEMA
Tucked away within the medieval village of
Megalohori, the enchanting Vedema, A Luxury
Collection Resort, has evolved from a 400-yearold wine cellar and a 100-year-old mansion into

Desiterra Luxury Suites & Villas are not a simple

an authentic, Cycladic-styled property. Dedicated

accommodation choice, is a prestigious living

to the needs of seasoned travellers, the resort

experience in the island of Santorini. Located in

has gained renown as a charming, luxurious and

Exo Gialos, only a few kilometres away from the

intimate retreat... Located on the western side of

Fira center, Desiterra Luxury Suites & Villas can be

the island of Santorini, it is encircled by a traditional

characterised as the epitome of luxury and prestige,

stone wall and surrounding vineyards that overlook

while keeping a minimal yet modern architecture

the village and outlying Aegean sea.

and decoration. True to its name, it is a place, which
offers a unique holiday and serene environment with
high quality services under the exceptional Greek
light and the magical blue water of the Aegean Sea.
The property consists of 10suites which are named
after the wonderful wall paintings, revealed in the
Archaeological Museum, as a tribute to the island
of the Cyclades.
The luxury suites of Desiterra are fully autonomous

MYSTIQUE

bioclimatic villas with private terrace and pool.
The visitors of the hotel will have the opportunity
to contemplate the deep blue of the Aegean

An ode to Santorini’s soul.

Sea, in an ideal location while enjoying the most
luxurious services. Each villa has the capacity to

Carved into the rugged Caldera cliffs, Mystique, a

accommodate 2 to 4 people. Desiterra Suites is

Luxury Collection Hotel, overlooks the turquoise

definitely the optimal choice for, friends, families and

expanse of the Aegean Sea that encircles the island

couples.

of Santorini.
A

favored

destination

for

honeymoons

and

romantic escapes, Mystique emanates a carefree
spirit, imparting an understated, exclusive feel, so
reminiscent of the spectacular location.
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SANTORINI I HOTELS

CANAVES OIA

ANDRONIS

Carved into a cliffside overlooking the Aegean Sea,

A small and scenic staircase is all that keeps you

this luxury, all-suite hotel is 10 km from the Santorini

away from your ideal vacation. Carved on vertical

cable car and 11 km from the Museum of Prehistoric

crescent cliff of Santorini, Andronis Boutique Hotel

Thera.

offers you breathtaking views from every room,

Featuring minimalist decor, the airy suites come

suite or villa you choose. Let your mind fly through
the infinite blue of the Aegean and the raw power

with free Wi-Fi, iPod docks, and flat-screens with

of a volcano which shaped Santorini and altered

DVD players. All have minibars, balconies, and tea

western civilization forever. Feel the romance and

and coffeemaking facilities. Upgrades have living/

serenity this special place offers in abundance and

dining areas; some include private plunge pools.
Room service is available.

let yourself unwind.

KATIKIES

SANTORINI SECRET

Overlooking the Aegean Sea, this luxury hotel is 11

Each with a uniquely decorated interior, the suites

km from both Mouseío Proïstorikís Thíras and the

offer a stay no one will forget. Combining simplicity

volcanic Santorini eruption.

and luxury, the aesthetics of the Suites compose
the perfect place to free your mind from the troubles

Featuring caldera-view balconies, the bright white

of the everyday reality and experience the wonder

minimalist rooms have free Wi-Fi, flat-screen TVs

of Santorini island. All suites have their own private

and iPod docks, along with minibars and Nespresso

terrace, with a swimming pool or hot tub.

machines. Suites come with separate living areas.
Some are bi-level. Upgraded suites offer whirlpool
tubs; some provide balcony hot tubs and private
pools. Butler and 24-hour room service is available.
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SANTORINI I HOTELS

GRACE SANTORINI

GRACE HOTEL SANTORINI

Grace Santorini is an exclusive boutique hotel in

Spyros Agious

Santorini, Greece, perched above the world-famous
Caldera with breathtaking views and sumptuous
sunsets.

The

hotel’s

innovatively

refurbished

Chef Spyros Agious, is an enthusiastic, creative and attentive chef
dedicated to delivering an excellent culinary result while honoring
quality consistency.

rooms and suites showcase a contemporary style,
combining cutting edge, bespoke design alongside
traditional handcrafted pieces.

After completing his studies at the culinary arts Carriera Professional
Cooking School, he also obtained a certificate in Molecular Cooking
Techniques. For eight consecutive years, he has been working at
butcher’s trade, retail and wholesale, a family business established
in Corfu Island. Years after he started working as a commis chef at
the Corfu Holiday Palace. Once he performed his military service
he joined the team of the Beer Academy Bar Restaurant as a demi
chef de Partie. During the summer period of 2004 he worked in Skopelos island as the head chef of
Aperitto Hotel Restaurant. Months after he returned back to Athens at the Orizontes Restaurant. In 2005,
chef Spyros Agious, he decided to move to London, England. He spent two years full of creation at the
Cecconi’s Restaurant and the world renown Gordon Ramsay at Claridge’s.

The new Champagne Lounge provides breathtaking
views of the legendary Santorini sunset, where
guests can enjoy the finest Champagnes and
cocktails together with Chef Spyros’s signature
dishes. The guests can enjoy a various selection of
products of the Greek Luxury Products’ portfolio.

Due to the seasonality of the Greek Islands Spyros Agious spent lots of years traveling around gaining
knowledge and experience. Piperitsa Restaurant in Corfu, Le Grand Chalet Bar Restaurant in Eptalofos, The
White Barn Inn (as a guest chef) in the United States, Le Gavroche Restaurant in London, the Elatos Aria
Hotel in Parnassos are some of the properties where Spyros Agious expanded his knowledge.

CAVO TAGOO

In 2014 it was time for chef Agious to visit Africa and work at the Grace Marrakesh as a project chef. The
international career of Spyros Agious continued at the La Margna Hotel. During his short visit in the Swiss
Alps, he developed F&B concepts and menus, while being responsible to assure the quality, cost control as
well as the kitchen hygiene and food safety.

Spreading the enchantment all the way to the
bedazzling island of Santorini, the owners of Cavo
Tagoo Mykonos selected an authentic Cycladic

From March 2009 until now, the famous chef took over the Grace Santorini Boutique Hotel as an executive
chef. His creativity and passion was the first thing that can be shown on his plates. With Spyros’ help,
the restaurant has been awarded with the Greek Cuisine and Toque d’ or awards for the exceptional
Mediterranean and contemporary Greek cuisine.

property which they transformed to an exceptional
Santorini luxury accommodation evoking the same
cosmopolitan essence and feeling as the original
Cavo Tagoo in Mykonos.

Greek Luxury Products company has been working for consecutive years with the executive chef Spyros
Agious, providing him with exceptionally rare products through our portfolio.

Natural elements and luxurious accents blend to
the iconic seascape creating a world of pure luxury,
intimacy and sublime romance. Welcome to the
mystical world of CAVOTAGOO Santorini where
dreams come alive.
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SANTORINI I RESTAURANTS/BARS

OVAC

KOUKOUMAVLOS

The upscale OVAC a la carte restaurant in Imerovigli,
invites guests to turn their compass to a breadth of
delicious destinations planned by our well-renowned
chef Chronis Damalas. Prepare to tickle your taste
buds and tease your palates with a series of flavorsome
revelations all prepared with the freshest local
ingredients and according to the highest standards of
quality.

Koukoumavlos Fine Dining Restaurant was established
in 1989 in Santorini, by Chef Nikos Pouliasis. Through
the years it was acclaimed as one of the best gourmet
restaurants in Greece and is awarded with Torque
d’Or every year. The dinning hall impresses with its
elegant Art Deco style. It exudes a baroque essence,
decorated with objects –such as furniture, buffets,
candle holders, carved mirrors-, collected by the
Chef during his trips all over the world.
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SELENE

LYCABETTUS

Selene’ restaurant was established in 1986 in Fira,
Santorini by Yiorgos and Evelyn Hatziyannakis. Our
aim was from the very start, to show and promote
the local products along with the local cuisine hoping
that this will enable us to transmit to our guests a
taste of the island’s culture. The success that we
have had all those years not only within Greece but
also worldwide, has encouraged us to continue
with cooking lessons, catering for weddings and
conferences and various gastronomical events.

Taste something truly special in a time where
everything authentic and handmade has its own
intrinsic value. Share intimate moments while you
are dinning literally on the edge of the cliff with the
famous incomparable blue view around you. You
can’t be anywhere else but at Lycabettus. This
delightful terrace is shaded by countless clusters of
stars and creates a sense of grandeur in a relaxed
and elegant setting.
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SANTORINI I RESTAURANTS/BARS

WET STORIES

TANGO

Among the hottest and liveliest spots on the seaside
map of Santorini. For 20 years now, Wet Stories have
been making history with great music, parties and
delicious dishes you can enjoy on your beach lounge
chair or in the main space of the beach bar. You can
also find proposals for swimwear and beachwear to
impress on the beaches of the island.

Are you ready to dance, drink, flirt and live every night
having the time of your life? Then in the sophisticated
Tango Champagne & Cocktail Bar you will satisfy your
summer appetite for a great night-out experience
in Santorini! Vibrant music that seems to rock the
cliffs, the most delicious cocktails and dancing till the
morning comes!
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SEASIDE

FRANCO’S

You’ll fall in love with it at first sight; its location,
decoration and aura render the space a must. Are
you after a beach restaurant, gourmet cuisine, a
lounge bar or a place where you can rub shoulders
with the glitterati? If you are in Perivolos and are after
gourmet seafood cuisine, this is your ideal choice.
It’s just fascinating how Seaside by Notos manages
to finely balance its modern, cosmopolitan nature
with an unpretentious gourmet atmosphere, being
relaxed yet boasting excellent, informal service.

This bar is a destination by itself -the top bar
in Santorini, centrally located in Fira, offering a
privileged view of the caldera, bearing a historical
name associated with its former owner, Franco
Colombo. Our renovation concerns the redesign of
pergolas, a new functional organization of the bar,
upgrading the entry sequence (a fairly complex route
with various landings and stairs) and creating a new
signature overview, the image from above.
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SANTORINI I VILLAS

VILLA HEAVEN

VILLA YAKINTH

Offering a private pool and a garden, the Cycladic-style
Villa Heaven is located in Mesaria Village. It features
a fully equipped and elegantly decorated unit with
fireplaces and Aegean Sea, garden and pool views.
Free WiFi is available throughout. Fitted with an attic,
arches and elements of traditional architecture, this
air-conditioned, 4-bedroom villa of Aleria opens to a
furnished terrace and a balcony. It consists of 2 living
rooms with flat-screen, satellite TV and an openplan kitchen with dining area and oven with hobs. A
hairdryer and an iron are included.

This luxury villa is situated halfway from Chora to
Mylopotas down to a private road leading to a
secluded beach you will find the luxury villa behind
the gated entrance. It is a two storey villa built with
stones that combines traditional architecture with
contemporary minimal design. On the upper floor the
white wooden ceiling maintains the Cycladic style of
the house while the handmade ceramic tales ground
you and give you the feeling of the earth.
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VILLA FANGIPANI

VILLA NAFSIKA

On the northwest tip of Santorini, Villa Fangipani
welcomes guests in the world of exquisite charm and
indulgence. Located on one of the highest points
of Santorini and operated by a renowned boutique
hotel, it fuses the dazzling white elegance of Santorini with boutique aesthetic forms and stunning
uninterrupted views. Engulfed in the dramatic
Santorinian scenery amidst the velvet blue of the sea
and the infinite horizon, it embraces guests dreaming
of pure luxury accommodation in Santorini.

Hidden away in the Megalohori Caldera, Nafsika
Estate’s absolute privacy, spectacular views and
enchanting ambiance are combined to create the
most luxurious and relaxing retreat of Santorini. A
10-minute drive from Athinios Port and 15 minutes
from Santorini Airport. The Estate can also be
accessed by helicopter, featuring its own private
helipad.
The Estate sleeps up to 10 people and is fully
serviced by Vedema, a Luxury Collection Resort,
providing housekeeping service twice daily, private
butler and Executive Chef.
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GREEK RIVIERA
An all new international destination, the Greek Riviera in the Peloponesse & the Saronic islands is undoubtedly the
new place to be for international jet-setters, yacht-owners & other seekers of adventure.
The whole region of the Greek Riviera has been traditionally aligned with Greek Aristocracy. The islands of Spetses
and Hydra were home to some of the most valiant naval commanders of the Greek revolution while in more recent
years, the whole area held vital importance in matters of commerce & nautical training.
Due to it’s close proximity with Athens, the Greek Riviera is often considered an ideal choice for short weekend
breaks with an emphasis on party lifestyle, culture and relaxation. The many events that take place at the Saronic
Islands, such as the Armata festival, the Spetses Classic Regata as well as the Epidavrous Drama Festival offer
fantastic opportunities for holidays all-year round.
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Amanzoe Villas
Amanzoe Villas is the most exclusive residential development in Greece offering
a limited number of premium branded Aman Villas for sale and rent, all situated
around Amanzoe. The Villas at Amanzoe set a new standard in international
home ownership, providing unmatched privacy, space and customized design.
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GREEK RIVIERA I HOTELS

NIKKI BEACH
PORTO HELI
Nikki Beach Resort & Spa Porto Heli, is the only
seafront hotel property in central Porto Heli, located
on one of the rare sandy beaches in the area. Its
ideal situation allows guests to enjoy the crystal clear
blue waters and stunning panoramic views from
almost every corner of the property. It overlooks
the picturesque community of Porto Heli, one of the
most up market residential areas in Greece.

ORLOFF
POSEIDONION GRAND HOTEL

The ORLOFF RESORT boutique hotel lies near the
cosmopolitan Old Harbour of Spetses, where the
heart of the island’s nobility and historical tradition

Poseidonion Grand Hotel, which first opened in 1914, was the brainchild of Sotirios Anargiros, a visionary benefactor who

beats. The vision in the minds and hearts of its

was responsible for much of Spetses’ development. Furthermore, it represented the cosmopolitan face of the island and

creators was to build a place of tranquillity that

soon became one of its famous landmarks, a favourite destination for the high society, royalty and the wealthy Athenians.

would be relaxing on the eye and calming to the

Following a meticulous five-year restoration programme which has brought the hotel fully up to date with the finest facilities,

senses.

fixtures, and fittings while carefully preserving the original architecture of the building, Poseidonion Grand Hotel, fully

The hotel was built in a 1865 mansion, owned by

refurbished, re-opened its doors in the summer of 2009, ready to welcome new visitors.

the family of Nikolaos Orloff, a new hotel complex

The hotel comprises of two buildings with superior and deluxe rooms and suites, several with private gardens or balconies

has been created; a haven in complete harmony

offering spectacular views of the Dapia Port area and the sparkling blue-turquoise Sea.

with its surroundings, an estate verdant with olive

Situated in Spetses, a picturesque island, near Athens with rich naval history and lovely beaches, and what is more a

trees, agaves, jasmines, cranesbills and basil

destination for jet-setters all year long, Poseidonion Grand Hotel offers moments of luxury and relaxation!
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GREEK RIVIERA I RESTAURANTS/BARS

AMANZOE

TARSANAS

George
Mavrogiannopoulos

For more than 15 years, Tarsanas fish tavern in the Old
Port has been a reliable choice for visitors to Spetses.
The fact that the owners have their own fishing boat to
catch fresh fish daily to serve tasty creations right by
the sea with the atmospheric view of the picturesque
Old Port is a bonus. Inspired ouzo meze, catch of the
day on the charcoal and seafood dishes comprise the
menu. Try the homemade taramosalata (with white fish
roe), noodles in a pot with seafood and kalamarada
with tomato and basil.

The executive chef George Mavrogiannopoulos obtained
his first diploma of Culinary Arts in 2001 when he graduated
from the institute of “Le Monde Institute of Hotel & Tourism
Studies, School of Culinary Arts”. He then broaden his
horizons and spirit after starting an intensive course at BCA
College of Athens.
Once he finishes his studies he started his career as a
tournant chef at the Panino Restaurant. In 2003, after
completing his military service, he joined the team of Casa
di Pasta & Silver Restaurants in Athens, where he spent
two years before conjoining Varoulko Restaurant as chef
de partie and sous-chef.
He spent the next years of his life travelling around and collecting new experiences and plenty of knowledge.
From Titania Hotel in Athens to Elia Restaurant in Shanghai and Club Hotel Casino in Loutraki, George
followed his own way to success. Years after the Sikyon Coast Resort Spa Hotel in Xylokastro, opened its
doors to welcome the creativity and imagination of the executive chef.

VERANDAH
“On The Verandah”, a winner for two consecutive
years of the Greek Cuisine Award and the New
Talented Chef Award for the restaurant’s chef,
Stamatis Marmarinos, offers creative contemporary
Greek cuisine infused with local gastronomic
traditions and ingredients.

From 2013 and for the next three years, George settled himself as chef de cuisine at the awarded five star
hotel Costa Navarino, “The Westin & The Romanos” Luxury Collection Resorts, where he completed two
successful years before moving to Kranidi and the Amanzoe (Aman Resorts Hotels & Luxury Residences).
From 2016 until today, the executive chef has been mesmerizing the guests with the authenticity, simplicity
and creativity of his signature dishes.
The international culinary experience that chef George Mavrogiannopoulos gained throughout the years of
his career, helped him a lot to establish a well spent career while creating awareness and reputation around
his name. Moving from Hong Kong to London from London to Vienna and Paris, it is undeniable, that the
executive chef carries with him a lot of passion to be expressed on the dishes he designs and creates.

The sea-front dining rooms are steeped in the oldworld grace with soaring ceilings and soft curvebacked chairs that complement the wrought iron
balustrades on the magnificent terrace.
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GREEK RIVIERA I HOTELS

HYDRA HOTEL

HYDREA EXCLUSIVE
HOSPITALITY

Hydra Hotel is a chic small hotel that includes 8
stylish rooms. Located in the heart of the island is
situated in an impressive building from the turn of the

From the moment, you get into this historic mansion,

century. This is the perfect place for those looking

you will live one of the most memorable experiences

for privacy and tranquility. Recently completely

of your life.

renovated is an elegant place for a sophisticated

An old tradition of boutique hospitality, a strong link

stay.

with the island, whose beauty never fails to enchant

Each room has its own distinctive stylish decoration.

the visitors and some of the most insuperable views

Rooms with panoramic view offer a magnificent

to the magnificent port of Hydra, offer to its guests a

view of the town and the Argosaronic Gulf.

luxurious accommodation in total relaxation.

BRATSERA

FOUR SEASONS
HYDRA LUXURY
SUITES

Bratsera was a popular word of Greek sponge divers
of the last century, being the mother ship where they
relaxed after solitary hours on the seafloor. After a
stay in any large city one will feel the same about the

An ancient and imposing stone mansion, the “Four

Bratsera hotel on the island of Hydra.

Seasons Hydra” is located on the beach in Vlichos,

The sponge factory established by Nickolaos

Hydra, providing stunning panoramic sea views.

Verneniotis in 1860 has been lovingly restored and

Fully renovated in 2008, the “Four Seasons Hydra”

turned into one of the most charming small hotels

consists of ultra-luxurious suites, each one inspired

in Greece.

by the magical colours of the four seasons.
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GREEK RIVIERA I RESTAURANTS/BARS

ISALOS
The Isalos Cafe is one of the first places you will see
when you disembark from the Flying Dolphin arriving
on Hydra. It’s right on the waterfront, (which is exactly
what Isalos means in Greek, the waterfront) so you can
enjoy your invigorating breakfast and morning coffee
overlooking the comings and goings of the beautuful
harbour. And in addition to an excellent lunch or
dinner, for 2017 you can also takeaway one of our
environmentally friendly picnic hamper or packed lunch
to enjoy on the beach or in the countryside.

MYHYDRA CONCEPT STORE
One of the highly expected and needed concepts that was missing from the island of Hydra, was a “shopping landmark”
that would constantly inspire people and visitors from all over the world, while sharing a similar vision and lifestyle. In that
way, the MyHydra Concept store was created, with plenty of love for fashion and attention to detail. MyHydra Concept store
understands itself as a forward-thinking, conceptual and independent lifestyle shop that capitalizes on both timeless design
and the highest quality of materials.
MyHydra Concept Store, can offer a wide selection of worldwide famous brands along with some of the most talented Greek
designers mingle together, creating an atmosphere of both the expected and unexpected. Items and collections exclusively
created for MyHydra Concept Store, limited edition products, have definitely made the store, the place to find what the
clients didn’t know, they were looking for. The clients will have the opportunity to enjoy a true shopping serendipity on one
of the world’s most beautiful islands, offering a novel kind of retail, creative and social experience, through its unique identity

CASTELLO
The restaurant is located in a fully-renovated
18th century stone-like building offering delicious
Mediterranean dishes, gourmet lunch and dinner
as well as a daily variety of fresh fish and seafood,
options for “meat lovers “in delicious grilled meats,
delightful starters from traditional Greek plates and
fresh salads.
The breathtaking sea view, the art-de-la-table, the
comprehensive wine list and the overall ambience
will delight you. One of the oldest & most succesful
restaurants in the island of Hydra.
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and taste.
Address: Port of Hydra, Greece

Website: www.myhydraconceptstore.gr

Phone: +30 22980 53092

Instagram: myhydraboutique

Email: welcome@myhydraconceptstore.gr

Facebook: Myhydraboutique

DOMES RESORTS
Every Domes destination is outstanding in many ways. Yet, it is at the same time perfectly blended with the
surrounding region. It embraces the local in every possible aspect-from taste to activities, not just in order to offer to
its visitor a complete and cohesive experience, but to embrace and promote the nearby communities as well-which
have a unique and easily recognizable couleur locale.
Leisure is about uniqueness. This is what Domes Resorts emphasize on when it comes to every Domes destination.
Plus, the unique characteristics and advantage of every location set the tone for each of the properties-in terms of
design, gastronomy and the overall look.
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DOMES OF ELOUNDA
AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTION
A selection of Luxury Villas, Luxury Residences and
Private Residences (new for 2018) ranging from
200m2 to 450m2 of living area give you ample
space, total privacy and unparalleled views of the
UNESCO protected islet of Spinalonga and the
Mediterranean sea.
Laidback luxury with a big L is the hallmark of this
sprawling, family-friendly property divided across a
hillside topped by a helicopter pad, and linked by
winding paths through well-tended gardens.

DOMES NORUZ
CHANIA AUTOGRAPH
COLLECTION

DOMES MIRAMARE,
A LUXURY COLLECTION RESORT, CORFU

Don’t be a square – follow the sun to beachside

In the iconic destination of Corfu and in a perfect location, overlooking the deep blue of the Ionian Sea and the shoreline

Domes Noruz Chania, which woos with sea-and-

of mainland Greece, the brand new luxurious Adult Only ‘Domes Miramare, a Luxury Collection Resort, Corfu’ is the ideal

sand views, a buzzing bar and a trio of pools.

retreat for couples, honeymooners, groups of friends or families travelling with teenagers. This legendary resort belonged

(Sorry kids, you’re not invited.) Adults, on the

to the Onassis family back in the 60s and has hosted from Jackie O’ and Maria Callas to numerous Royalties, actors and

other hand, are advised to treat themselves: sip

important personalities. The Miramare was always the meeting point of jetsetters from around the world with the King of

refreshing cocktails, unwind in a blissful blue spa,

Greece throwing his parties for his British Royal visitors, famous British music idols resting between their tours and important

sample reimagined Med flavours at the restaurant

personalities holidaying amongst its famous guests. The resort has undergone a multimillion pound renovation.

and do jack squat, perhaps from the comfort of
a hammock, terrace or big boutique bed. Should

In a true waterfront location, the ‘Exclusive Area’ offers Pavilion Suites and luxurious Pavilion Retreats that enjoy spacious

horizontal hangtime lose its lustre, Chania’s cultural

private gardens, private pools, uninterrupted sea views and direct access to the turquoise sea! The three ‘Gamma Shaped

lures and beaches beckon.

Buildings’ house Emerald Suites and Emerald Retreats and enjoy sea views through a garden with century old olive trees and
grass areas ideal for hours of lazy days in this stunning Mediterranean landscape. The famous Michelin Starred chef, caters
for all tastes in the Degustation Restaurant, the Mediterranean Restaurant or the Sushi Bar. The two pool bars offer summer
cocktails under the Corfiot sun, the Blue Bar is ideal for cosmopolitan evenings and the Raw Bar serves mixology creations
over progressive sushi tastes and Asian flavors.
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GRECOTEL HOTELS & RESORTS
Dedicated to mastering the craft of welcoming luxury in the hospitality industry, Grecotel Hotels and Resorts, the
leading hotel chain in Greece, delivers sophisticated lifestyle experiences for travelers in the country’s most beautiful
destinations.
Inspired by its superb beachfront location, each of the 30 luxury hotels and resorts in the Grecotel collection all over
Greece, is a unique architectural experience in itself and a paradise of opulent amenities, gourmet restaurants and
luxurious, well thought-of details, all embodying the essence of the genuine Greek hospitality.
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GRECOTEL I HOTELS & RESORTS

GRECOTEL
PALLAS ATHENA

CAPE SOUNIO
Lush grounds, private beaches, huge pools and
smart, sun-filled bungalow rooms make this luxury

Centrally located, Grecotel Pallas Athena is next

contemporary resort the perfect holiday cocoon

to Athens City Hall. It offers uniquely decorated

for couples and families. The sights, shopping and

accommodation with arty details. Facilities include

nightlife of Athens are within easy reach. dining

a restaurant and a bar. Omonia Metro Station is a

options and relaxing thalasso spa treatments.

5-minute walk away. Featuring hand-picked items

Arcaded buildings inspired by the architecture of

and individually designed, all air-conditioned rooms

ancient Greece house the hotel’s public areas,

and suites of Pallas Athena come with a flat-screen,

surrounding a decorative pool where fountains cool

satellite TV. Each has a minibar and a hairdryer, while

the air during the day and later, sunset is reflected

free Wi-Fi is included. Guests may enjoy Greek and

over the bay.

Mediterranean gourmet dishes, prepared with fresh
products from the property’s farm.

VOULIAGMENI
SUITES

AMIRANDES
Lagoon-toting Amirandes hotel in Crete is a palatial
child-friendly paradise, with sea-facing suites, a

Destination setting for just two or a whole party,

tempting choice of restaurants and an ayurvedic

Athens luxury hotel in Vouliagmeni-Vouliagmeni

spa. Classic Grecian decor, beaches on the

Suites, combines the tranquillity and casual

doorstep and an adventurous activity list make it a

ambience of a resort with the lavish amenities of a

hotspot for stylish, fun-seeking families.

boutique city hotel.

The star of the swimming show is the Olympic-size

Standard Guestrooms sleep 2 in an open plan

saltwater pool, with columns around the edges,

layout and have garden views Deluxe and Premium

underneath which you can nab a spot of shade.

Deluxe Guestrooms sleep 3 in an open plan layout

Nearby, there’s a shallow, heated kids’ pool for

and have sea views. Junior suites sleep 3 in an open

learners.

plan layout and have sea views. Executive Suites
with separate bedroom sleep 4 and have views of
Vouliagmeni. Deluxe Suites with separate bedroom
sleep 4 and have sea views.
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GRECOTEL I HOTELS & RESORTS

CORFU IMPERIAL
This sumptuous resort occupies a secluded
promontory overlooking the sea. As you walk inside,
the immediate impression is of contemporary style
with a hint of old-world glamour: its immaculate
gardens,

pools,

fine

dining

and

aristocratic

furnishings. All that’s missing is a red carpet.
The hotel poses on its own private peninsula facing
the Ionian Sea, instantly establishing an exclusive
feel. The marbled reception and baroque-style
lounges establish a regal theme.

MANDOLA ROSA
MYKONOS BLU

Hotel Mandola Rosa Suites & Villas is a 5-star hotel
in Kyllini, 60km from Araxos Airport and 10km from
Kyllini Port. This luxury hotel is set amid stunning

Nestled in the cosmopolitan island, discovered by jet setters, are the island bungalows and private villas of Mykonos Blu,

landscape and gardens that back down onto a

thoughtfully designed to reflect the cubist lines of the Cyclades. Set on a low bluff overlooking the world-famous beach at

beautiful stretch of Kyllini Beach. There is a range

Psarou, this dream resort floats on the edge of an Aegean fantasy, just like the unique infinity pool that seems to hover in the

of leisure activities in the area including watersports

air. The Elixir Fitness Gallery and romantic bungalow suites with private pools make this one of the most sought-after hotels

and excursions to the famous archaeological site of

in the Aegean. Of course, one of the main attractions is the proximity of (and refuge from) the pulsating nightlife of Mykonos

Ancient Olympia.

Town.
The whitewashed and stone bungalows, suites and villas, some with private pool, are adorned with natural fabrics in absolute
white and blue. You will find the stunning views from your uniquely appointed room both inspiring and breathtaking. Lavish
Island Bungalow Suites in prime locations with indoor or outdoor Jacuzzi are an oasis of comfort and luxury.
Secluded within a private compound on the grounds of Mykonos Blu, the Villas occupy prime sea-front property. Designed
to take full advantage of the brilliant Aegean light, the Villas are ultra-spacious, airy, and sun-filled with cool shaded terraces
where the guests can enjoy tranquil moments and panoramic views of the sea. No two villas are the same, but each one is
furnished to soothe and inspire. A private plunge pool completes the dreamy tableau.
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OTHER DESTINATIONS
Greece is not only Athens, Mykonos and the rest of the famous islands. Greece is an almost mythical land blessed
with infinite beauty and a variable landscape filled with exquisite wonders of nature and human design.
From the famous island of Crete to the azure waters of the Ionian, the Green scenery of Skiathos to the idyllic castle
of Rhodes.
At this section we have selected some of the most exquisite hotels & properties available for rent at various
destinations all over Greece.

OTHER DESTINATIONS I IOS

AGALIA LUXURY
SUITES

CALILO BEACH
HEAVEN

Harmoniously blending with the natural environment
AGALIA exudes an aura of serenity, inviting guests
to succumb to the pleasures of luxurious tranquility.
Facing los’s picturesque Chara, amidst the open
sky and the azure sea, nature meets luxury and hip
refinement enveloping visitors in an ambiance of
peace, fun and exclusivity.

Create A Life you can fall In LOve with.
CALILO is the new 5-star+ luxury spa resort on the
most beautiful spot in the island, Papas Beach.
Initially 30 suites, all with private pools and jacuzzi,
will open supported by a spa, gym, wellness center,
an organic garden and more than 1 Ok of trail
paths, with numerous natural baths created along
the valley - all overlooking one of the best beaches
in the Mediterranean. CALILO intends to redefine
the meaning of luxury in hospitality to an experience
and give its guests personal freedom, warmth,
joy, unrivaled privacy, pathos and the creation
of beautiful emotions. CALILO aims to enliven
and inspire new levels of creativity and passion in
everyone and promises to celebrate the uniqueness
of each guest and help them embrace the joy that
flows abundantly in its venues.

AGALIA features 16 lavishly designed Suites and
Villas, 6 of which with dazzling private pools and
Jacuzzi. Guests are welcome to bask in the sun or
relax in the shade of the oversized cabanas at the
exterior lounging areas, dive in the calm waters of the
180m2 swimming pool or enjoy a meal with traditional
recipes and a sophisticated twist, created by the top
chef Gikas Xenakis, at AGALIA’s outdoor restaurant
“The Taste of Joy”.
www.agaliahotel.com

www.calilo.gr

PATHOS LOUNGE
BAR & RESTAURANT

FREE BEACH BAR
& RESTAURANT

The artistic touches, the stylish decor and dy
namic ambiance of Pathos lounge Bar & Restau
rant welcome guests to surrender to the pleasures
of nature, embrace the sea, the sun, the wind and
relax with a soothing drink against the backdrop of
the Aegean. Covering a majestic area, this exclusive
lounge offers the perfect place for an elegant party
or a relaxing drink after a scrumptious meal at
Pathos’s restaurant.

Located on Mylopotas Beach, los’s famous
spectacular 1 km long and 90 meters wide “blue
flag” white sand beach, this uniquely designed
beach bar lures guests to bask in the sun and dive
in the crystalline waters of the sea.
FREE features full service on the beach and around
its fresh water pool with refreshing cocktails,
ice cold shots, an inspired wine list and a wide
selection of scrumptious delights. Guests are
welcome to succumb to the pleasures of Luxurios’s
Island Experience living, while unwinding in one
of the most beautiful beaches of the Aegean.
The chic and stylish design of FREE beach bar
and restaurant exquisitely blends with the casual
island feel providing a haven of amusement and
entertainment for all ages. A wide range of thrilling
water and beach sports give visitors the opportunity
to partake in fun filled adventures.

The huge infinity pool made of hundreds of marble
pieces assembled in an art design is the perfect
environment to enjoy one of most stunning sunsets
of the Cyclades. Pathos blends luxury, hip and Zen
with the genuine island warmth. This trendy sunset
lounge bar & restaurant is rightfully regarded as one
of the most exceptional lounge bars in all of the
Cyclades.
www.pathoslounge. com

www.freebeachbar.gr
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OTHER DESTINATIONS

ELOUNDA
BEACH HOTEL

PORTO ZANTE
VILLAS AND SPA

Elounda Beach Hotel is a member of ‘The Leading

Located on the magical island of Zakynthos, west
of Greece’s mainland, and only minutes away
from the world famous Shipwreck, Porto Zante
member of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World
is a unique private resort comprising world class
luxury villas on the beach, all with private pools,
exquisite Greek & Mediterranean cuisine at the Club
House Restaurant and contemporary Asian cuisine
at Maya Restaurant offering delicious fresh Sushi
and Sashimi, a fabulous Waterfront Spa, a Gym by
Technogym, 24-hour five-star hotel services, and an
array of unique activities & experiences for families
and couples alike.

Hotels of the World’. A breathtaking resort, situated
amid two picturesque bays, offering outstanding
luxury and outstanding service at a waterfront
location on Mirabello bay.
Amidst the grounds are dotted luxury rooms and
suites, waterfront bungalows and suites with
platforms exclusive to the suite that lead directly to
the sea or to the beach, waterfront or seaview villas
with one, two or three bedrooms with private pool
to choose from.

A truly unique 5-star boutique hotel, decorated and
furnished with selected pieces of Armani Casa &
Gervasoni, paintings of prominent Greek artists and
equipped with some of the best exclusive amenities
including Bang & Olufsen Entertainment systems,
Christofle Paris cutlery & glasses, Bernardaud
design porcelain & BVLGARI guest amenities.

PORTO ELOUNDA

One of the 25 World’s Best Family Hotels by Condé
Nast Traveller, Top 100 Hotels of the World by
Hideaways and Europe’s Leading Luxury Hotel &
Villas by the World Travel Awards for years now,
this 5-star hotel in Greece has been the choice
of famous clientele, including political leaders,
important businessmen and artists.

The Porto Elounda is the latest five-star creation of
architect Spyros Kokotos, designer of all the wellknown luxury resorts in Elounda. Unique in many
respects, Porto Elounda is the only ‘Insignia Resort’
in Greece.
The Resort lies 500m from the renowned Hotel

Porto Zante is located in the area of Tragaki, 10
minutes from the city and the harbour of Zakynthos
island and 20 minutes from the International
Airport. Those who wish to slip away, if only for a
while, from their private paradise can explore the
island of Zakynthos, with its spectacular coastline
and enchanting villages, or the vibrant nightlife of
its capital, whose cosmopolitan nightclub scene
parties until dawn.

Elounda Mare, the only Relais & Chateaux in Greece.
Both Hotels are under the same management and
receive the personal attention of the Kokotos family.
Porto Elounda De Luxe Resort is designed with
respect to the architectural tradition of the land,
this unique complex is an oasis of recreation and
discreet luxury comprising the hotel and the seafront
bungalows and villas.

Hotel Address: Tragaki, GR-291 00, Zakynthos, Greece.
Reservations: +30 210 8218640 & +44 (0) 20 8882 6767
Fax: +30 210 8228834, E-mail: info@portozante.com
Website: www.portozante.com
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PORTO GALINI
LEFKADA

COSTA NAVARINO
Costa Navarino harbors cultural values, traditions
and a history of more than 4,500 years which live

Porto-Galini Seaside Resort & Spa is a beautiful four

in harmony with one of the most stunning scenic

star hotel located along the east coast of Lefkada

landscapes of the Mediterranean.

island, 12 km from Lefkada town and 4 km from the
popular village of Nydri, designed to offer maximum

Located next to the Ionian Sea coastline of The

comfort, superb services and leisure opportunities

Dunes Beach, The Westin Resort Costa Navarino

to our guests.

consists of 445 rooms and suites, all inspired by
the old Messinian mansions that spring from nature

The resort spreads over an area of 40 hectares of

and create an ideal genuine hospitality. Most of the

landscaped grounds, along a beautiful secluded

rooms offers outstanding views of the Ionian Sea

beach where our guests can enjoy the emerald

and individual pools.

green waters of the Ionian Sea and discover this
marvelous island where blue and green shades are

The Romanos, a Luxury Collection Resort, is

preeminent! Separate island type buildings to a total

an exceptional award-winning five star property

of 135 rooms and suites interlinked with walkways

stretching

filled with flowers and plants leading down to the

destination of Navarino Dunes at Costa Navarino.

beach.

The perfect location of the property offers moments

along

the

prime

Mediterranean

of pure relaxation while it features 321 rooms, suites
and villas of the Romanos Resort. The exceptional
garden, the golf facilities and sea views as well

MITSIS ALILA
RESORT AND
SPA RHODES

as the sunset backdrops of the Ionian Sea create
an unforgettable experience for all visitors of The
Romanos.
Costa Navarino has been established as the new
luxury golf destination in Greece, offering golf
facilities nestled in a wonderful sea and olive grove

Alila Resort & Spa, a member of Mitsis Premium

landscape.

Collection, offers true 5-star services on one of

Guests are welcome to enjoy the beauty and culture

Greece’s most popular islands, Rhodes. The hotel

of the southwestern Peloponnese while engaging

provides anultra all-inclusive programme in its life-

themselves in traditional activities ranging from

style oriented, modern and fresh premises,aspiring

fishing to olive oil and wine-making, or simply mingle

to values such as genuine Mediterranean hospitality,

with the local community, becoming part of an age-

an authentic Greek isle experience and exceptional

long heritage that spans the millenia.

cuisine focus on Mediterranean, International and
Asian traditions.
Alila Resort & Spa provides an excellent choice of
accommodation facilities according to your needs.
All 314 guest rooms are carefully appointed and
offer allthe comforts of a 5-star Resort.
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OTHER DESTINATIONS I VILLAS

VILLA ITHACA

VILLA VENTI NAXOS

From the moment you view the classically proportioned
Villa you are immediately made aware of the impending
luxury that is to follow. Graced with calming fountains
and cooling lawns the villa becomes a magical retreat.

The villa is a jewel among the finest vacation proprerties
of Naxos, ideally situated on a breathtaking hillside
overlooking the aegean and the island of paros. This
exceptional holiday villa is perfect example of the
spectacular effects resulting from the fusion of natural
assets, traditional architecture and modern inspiration.

Standing at the beautifully crafted iron and glass front
door, you see through the house to neighboring Atoko
Island floating in the clear Ionian waters.In addition to
the main residence is an equally glamorous guesthouse.

The whitewashed walls with areas of natural stone
from the mountain and the bold geometric forms give
their way to soft curves and high arches that create
an almost abstract, stageset quality typical of the
Cycladian and Naxian Architecture.
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VILLA TIARA RHODES

VILLA KIONIO IKARIA

This newly built 7 bedroom Villa which hosts up
to 14 people, situated literally on the beach, will
offer you unforgettable moments and fun. The
interiors are consisted of a spacious living room
together with a very comfortable dining area, a fully
equipped modern kitchen and en-suite bedrooms.
The property’s elegant luxury together with the
breathtaking views of the sunset is definitely the new
favorite destination and is calling you to discover it
all year round.

Kionio Sea House is located at the Kionio cape and
it is the best “recipe” for a relaxed, stress-free and
disconnected vacation! Kionio is a unique experience
as the house is only surrounded by the sea, the
nature and the sky offering the perfect tranquility.
You can only hear the sound of nature – the birds and
the sea You can enjoy your absolutely privacy in the
serene landscape of the house and live alternative
luxury of the authenticity.
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LONDON
Louder than New York and prouder than Paris, London certainly lives up to its world capital image. History and
tradition collide head on with contemporary art, high end gastronomy and fashionable nightlife. Locals mix with
millions of tourists in restaurants, theatres and shopping meccas, and you’re bound to be able to spot at least one
iconic landmark no matter which street you get lost on.
London has a wealth of options for lovers of luxury, from five-star hotels and Michelin-starred restaurants to celebrity
hangouts and high-end shopping. The city is a favorite of international celebrities and jet-setters alike that tend to
flock to its exquisite private members clubs, luxury department stores and bustling theatre scene.
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LONDON I HOTELS

MANDARIN
ORIENTAL
HYDE PARK

THE DORCHESTER
Overlooking Hyde Park, this 1930s luxury landmark
hotel is 0.6 miles from New Bond Street’s designer
shops.
Elegant, individually designed rooms are decorated

One of London’s most celebrated five-star hotels,

in classic English style, all featuring marble

Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park exudes an enticing

bathrooms with soaking tubs, plus Bang & Olufsen

mix of elegance and luxury.

TVs and free Wi-Fi.

With world-famous restaurants and a stunning spa,

Suites offer complimentary champagne, and some

we offer a fashionable and timeless base in the

add butler service, and city and/or park views.

centre of the British capital.

THE RITZ LONDON

SAVOY

Overlooking London’s Green Park is the world

The Savoy, one of the world’s iconic hotels, originally

famous The Ritz London.

opened in 1889, has played host to royalty, world
leaders and legends of the stage and screen.

This stunning Neoclassical building offers the height
of opulence with luxurious bedrooms, exquisite

A landmark hotel brilliantly reinvented for the 21st

British cuisine, and classic afternoon teas. The Ritz

century where an unashamedly old fashioned

London offers exceptional service and has 2 staff

glamour sparkles with a new lust.

members for every guest. The Ritz Club Casino
adjoins the hotel and many theatres of the West End
are close by.
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LONDON I RESTAURANTS/BARS

NOVIKOV
RESTAURANT & BAR

YOSMA LONDON
New Turkish restaurant and bar YOSMA is bringing the
three pillars of Istanbul’s eating out culture…meyhane,
mangal and seafood…to Marylebone.

Novikov combines cool and contemporary interiors
with a superlative culinary offering. Located in the
heart of Mayfair, Novikov Restaurant & Bar has 2
distinct restaurants and one stylish Lounge Bar.

The meyhane, a Turkish version of a tavern, comes in
the shape of a raki lounge bar, which serves cocktails
designed by Matt Whiley, and an open kitchen takes
care of the mangal and seafood elements.

A real feature of the Novikov Asian Restaurant is
its open kitchen. Fronted by an amazing display of
seafood and vegetables, it evokes the atmosphere
of an Asian food market. The atmosphere here is
at once welcoming and relaxing, but subtle enough
not to distract from the food itself. The menu uses
novel flavours and texture combinations, inspired by
Chinese and Pan Asian cuisine.

Executive Chef Hus Vedat, previously of the Caxton
Grill and Barbecoa, has created a menu where
lots of produce, including whole fresh fish, will be
pit-roasted over fire.

THE ARTS CLUB

RISTORANTE
FRESCOBALDI

The Arts Club was founded in 1863 by men of vision
in order to provide a haven for those people who had
professional or amateur relationships with the Arts,
Literature or Sciences.

Wonderful journey of tasteful pleasures begins in the
restaurant 7 Thalasses, which possesses the top
position in the field of food service. It’s famous for
its gastronomic creations, its attention to the detail
and the emergence of the freshness of the used
ingredients, according to the Mediterranean culinary
wisdom. Also, the atmosphere of the restaurant
delivers you to an endless tasteful journey.
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In 1896, the Club relocated from its original home on
Hanover Square to its present elegant 18th Century
townhouse at 40 Dover Street, affording its members
a comfortable and impressive base in Mayfair. It has
survived two world wars, including a direct hit on the
building during the Blitz of 1940.
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LONDON I RESTAURANTS/BARS

HARRY’S BAR

LOULOU’S 5
HERTFORD STREET

Novikov combines cool and contemporary interiors
with a superlative culinary offering. Located in the
heart of Mayfair, Novikov Restaurant & Bar has 2
distinct restaurants and one stylish Lounge Bar.

New Turkish restaurant and bar YOSMA is bringing the
three pillars of Istanbul’s eating out culture…meyhane,
mangal and seafood…to Marylebone.

A real feature of the Novikov Asian Restaurant is
its open kitchen. Fronted by an amazing display of
seafood and vegetables, it evokes the atmosphere
of an Asian food market. The atmosphere here is
at once welcoming and relaxing, but subtle enough
not to distract from the food itself. The menu uses
novel flavours and texture combinations, inspired by
Chinese and Pan Asian cuisine.

The meyhane, a Turkish version of a tavern, comes in
the shape of a raki lounge bar, which serves cocktails
designed by Matt Whiley, and an open kitchen takes
care of the mangal and seafood elements.
Executive Chef Hus Vedat, previously of the Caxton
Grill and Barbecoa, has created a menu where
lots of produce, including whole fresh fish, will be
pit-roasted over fire.
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ANNABEL’S

HAKKASAN

Wonderful journey of tasteful pleasures begins in the
restaurant 7 Thalasses, which possesses the top
position in the field of food service. It’s famous for
its gastronomic creations, its attention to the detail
and the emergence of the freshness of the used
ingredients, according to the Mediterranean culinary
wisdom. Also, the atmosphere of the restaurant
delivers you to an endless tasteful journey.

The Arts Club was founded in 1863 by men of vision
in order to provide a haven for those people who had
professional or amateur relationships with the Arts,
Literature or Sciences.
In 1896, the Club relocated from its original home on
Hanover Square to its present elegant 18th Century
townhouse at 40 Dover Street, affording its members
a comfortable and impressive base in Mayfair. It has
survived two world wars, including a direct hit on the
building during the Blitz of 1940.
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LONDON I CASINOS

MAXIMS CASINO CLUB

THE COLONY CLUB

Maxims Casino Club, one of London’s finest and
friendliest international gaming destinations located in
the heart of Kensington.

Contemporary and glamorous club hosting a stylish
premium casino and an exquisite restaurant In the
middle of one of London’s most exclusive entertainment
centres, the Colony Club not only gives guests access
to great games, but also to great destinations in and
around Mayfair. The Colony Club is situated in one of the
most well-known and opulent streets in London, Park
Lane. The Colony Club has become one of the most
exclusive clubs in all of London. What’s most remarkable
about this casino is its supreme architecture, which is
the embodiment of class and sophistication. An elegant
balance of minimalism and contemporary design greets
patrons as soon as they enter the building, as the casino
has been designed and built specifically to serve this
purpose. Streamlined contours and romantic detailing
has allowed for The Colony to become known as one of
the most elegantly designed casinos in London.

Following a multi-million pound refurbishment, Maxims
Casino Club is welcoming its patron back to an intimate,
stylish and comfortable environment that combines the
very best in design, technology and comfort.
Boasting a new layout and a modern look with a warm
and airy feel, we are delighted to offer downtown Mayfair
gaming, exceptional customer care, inspirational
cuisine and one of London’s finest whisky collections
for your appreciation.

CROCKFORD’S

THE PALM BEACH
CASINO

Prestigious and exclusive casino club with sublime
décor located in the heart of Mayfair. Established by
a working-class man, Crockfords is one of London’s
oldest and most exclusive gambling and gentelmen’s
clubs, where the rich and the aristocrats of XIX
century England gambled away their fortunes.

The Palm Beach Casino, is the exclusive London
Mayfair casino and poker club. The Palm Beach
Casino has a distinctive style and effervescence that
creates an atmosphere perfect for a sophisticated
night out. The exclusive London club and poker
casino will leave you astounded with its stunning
appearance and world-class service.

In the 1800s, William Crockford set out to fulfil his
vision of creating a gentleman’s club that was fit for
a king. For 17 years, Crockford’s was the epitome of
exclusivity in London, offering spectacular amenities
that gave its diplomatic and aristocratic guests the
splendour and elegance they deserved.

The Palm Beach Bar has a stunning contemporary
room of 85 covers The choice of games is second to
none and there is a genuine international ambience
to proceedings. The heated smoking facility is
placed in an area whereby access can be gained
through The Palm Beach Bar.
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Today, Crockfords Casino continues William
Crockford’s legacy, offering its guests nothing but
the best in terms of service and privacy.
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INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER DESTINATIONS
Thanks to our vast connection of international associates, Luxury Concierge offers a variety hotel booking & villa
rental services in most major international summer destinations such as St. Tropez, Ibiza, Sardinia and even Turkey.
Just keep scrolling throughout the next pages to discover an exquisite variety of luxurious hotels & villas from all over
the world.

INTERNATIONAL SUMMER DESTINATIONS I HOTELS

MARBELLA CLUB GOLF RESORT & SPA

PUENTE ROMANO BEACH RESORT

The playground of the world’s rich and famous ever since 1954, when Prince Alfonso Hohenlohe acquired Finca Santa

The place where the magic happens. Inspired by the nature of the Mediterranean landscapes outside the window, the

Margarita, a 180.000 m2 estate by the Mediterranean, the Marbella Club is still one of the most exclusive getaways in the

interiors will have the guests breathing out from the second they step in. The energy of the resort is never far away, so

world and the best resort in sun splashed Costa del Sol. More like a private residence filled with friends than a standard hotel,

the guests enjoy a lazy morning with breakfast in bed, relax on their terrace with a glass of Champagne, or they get the

the Marbella Club’s atmosphere is unique. One trip, is all it takes to be hooked. Year after year, Marbella Club has hosted

party started early at their private villa. An ocean-facing Jacuzzi on the private terrace. The very own deluxe in-room sauna.

grand events and celebrations. In 2014, the hotel proudly celebrated its 60th birthday. With a plethora of tales and anecdotes

Windows that let in hazy Mediterranean light and the scent of the botanical gardens with the morning birdsong. The only

which have been recorded through time in print, there was no better way of paying tribute to the magnificent years gone by

hardship is choosing which will be theirs. The villas are an exclusive home away from home. Space to kick back after tennis

than by showcasing 6 decades of hotel life in a book.

coaching or a round of golf, room to gather all the family together for a celebratory dinner, freedom to immerse themselves
in contemporary Andalusian culture. This is the place, on their terms.
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INTERNATIONAL SUMMER DESTINATIONS I RESTAURANTS

BIBO BY
DANI GARCIA

SKINA
At Skina, they make an effort to transfer their
passion creating a complete experience throughout

At the heart of the Hotel Puente Romano Beach

the product and local raw material. From the sea to

Resort & Spa, BiBo is a dynamic, eclectic, and fun

the Malaga mountain, passing through the narrow

space where different environments live together

and historic streets of the well-known quarter of

in harmony. All of which come with Andalusian

Marbella, imbued with the history and customs of

character, bathed in Mediterranean sun and dotted

Andalusia. According to the customer’s needs;

with bright colours, vintage items and gadgets that,

their allergies and intolerances, they developed

as with the dishes on the menu, pay homage to

the product itself: truffles, seafood, homemade

various parts of the world. A terrace that is 100%

bread, and sweets. These products accompany

Andalusian, filled with light during an oasis of

each recipe with a small glass of wine, chosen from

freshness at night all to the rhythm of good music

the 700 references of the menu, being the menu

and friendly conversation.

admired by different winemakers of the world. A
small place; camouflaged, wanting to shelter from
the bright southern light. Perfect for the three main
characteristics of creativity; tradition, vanguard, and
flavor.

PACO JIMÈNEZ

NOBU MARBELLA

Paco begins, during the seventies, to learn “The

Nobuyuki “Nobu” Matsuhisa, is a Japanese

Art of Cooking” in the ovens of two os his greatest

celebrity chef and restaurateur known for his fusion

masters (Alfredo Diz y José Sauz), to later continue

cuisine blending traditional Japanese dishes with

learning with other great Chefs like:

Peruvian ingredients. His signature dish is black

Bienvenido Sanchez, Pepe Martin y Jean Pierre

cod in miso. He has eponymous restaurants in a
number of countries. The Matsuhisa Restaurants in

Kieffer.

Beverly Hills, Aspen, Athens, Mykonos and Munich,

Having achieved these goals, Paco Jiménez begins

Switzerland, Marbella are privately owned by the

tracing his path in kitchen throughout the world.

Matsuhisa family, while the Nobu Restaurants are

Nowadays he is located in Plaza de los Naranjos

co-owned by Nobu, Robert De Niro, Meir Teper,

in Marbella, where he runs the restaurant and his

Drew Nieporent, and managing partner Richie

youthful kitchen staff, including his son Felipe.

Notar. Nobu restaurants is famous for its Atlantic
bluefin tuna, an endangered species.
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HOTEL DE PARIS
MONTE CARLO

IBIZA GRAN HOTEL
Exceptional views overlooking the old town, Dalt
Vila & the Mediterranean Sea, combined with

A world-renowned icon of luxury, the Hôtel de Paris

unique experiences to delight the guest: this is the

Monte-Carlo offers an unrivaled hotel experience.

authentic essence of Ibiza Gran Hotel. The hotel has

In a single location, it combines the magic of a

a casino, spa, swimming pools, various restaurants

legendary institution, leading-edge amenities and

with the most attentive and dedicated service on

services, and extraordinary leisure activities in its

the island.

various establishments: Opéra Garnier, the Casino

Ibiza Gran Hotel is located on the Paseo Marítimo,

de Monte-Carlo, and Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo.

facing two outstanding luxury marinas, Marina

With restaurants of international acclaim, notably Le

Botafoch & Marina Ibiza. With Dalt Vila as a back

Louis XV - Alain Ducasse à l’Hôtel de Paris and Le

drop it is a true gem surrounded by the most

Grill, the hotel is recognized as a temple of gourmet

renowned & exciting nightlife. And to top it off,

cuisine.

Talamanca beach and the city center only a stroll
away.

CARLTON CANNES

BYBLOS HOTEL
ST. TROPEZ

In Cannes, one of the best-known cities in the
world, is one of the world’s most mythical hotels.
Since 1913, in the heart of the Bay of Cannes

The Byblos-Palace hotel is a luxury location in

on the prestigious Boulevard de la Croisette, the

the heart of the village of Saint-Tropez, nestled

InterContinental Carlton Cannes has demonstrated

between the Citadel and the “Place des Lices”. The

its savoir-faire in a tradition of matchless hospitality

hotel opens from April to October for the greater

still carried on today by the men and women who

enjoyment of guests coming from all around the

are its inheritors. In the Mediterranean sunshine, at

world. The region’s casual and cozy lifestyle is

58 Boulevard de la Croisette, immerse yourself in an

reflected in the 91 rooms and suites of the hotel.

elegant and refined atmosphere where the charm

The Tropezian palace offers a Spa by Sisley

and tradition of yesteryear live on in harmony with

Cosmetics, the B. restaurant by the pool, a fitness

the demands of modern life.

room, an endermology LPG care center, 24-hour
“Clefs d’Or” concierge services and the night-club”
The Caves du Roy “. At the “Rivea at Byblos” by
Alain Ducasse restaurant, dishes are sublimated by
local and Italian products.
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GRAND HÔTEL
DU CAP FERRAT

PITRIZZA
PORTO CERVO

Opened in 1908, the Grand-Hôtel is a real jewel

There is an exclusive corner on the Costa Smeralda

in the south of France’s crown and since a Four

where the beauty of Sardinia becomes even more

Seasons takeover, benefits from the group’s

compelling. Hotel Pitrizza is located in a setting

exceptional service standards. It’s famous for Club

of unspoiled natural splendour, where the bluest

Dauphin, with vast infinity ocean pool and celebrity

Mediterranean takes on the colours of the tropics.

swimming instructor, and has a Michelin-starred

All 40 rooms, 10 suites, 9 unique suites with private

restaurant.

pool and 6 villas offer fabulous views of a magical

A fresh and contemporary aesthetic combines with

landscape.

enough wonderful Art Deco touches (including a
charmingly antique lift) to ensure the whole place
still oozes proper old south of France glamour.

CALA DI VOLPE

BELMOND HOTEL
CIPRIANI, VENICE

Lying on the most strikingly romantic stretch of the
Costa Smeralda, the hotel resembles a charming
fishing village, with its picturesque Sardinian houses

The story began in 19565 when Giuseppe Cipriani

and landing stage jutting out into a sea of translucent

decided to build a hotel for jet-setting travellers.

turquoise, emerald green and deepest azure.

His vision was to create a haven close to St Mark’s

Each of the 100 sea-view rooms and 21 suites

Square. The luxury property Belmond Hotel Cipriani,
offers outstanding views of the Doge’s Palace to the

pays tribute to Sardinia’s unique artistry and natural

church of St Giorgio and the islands beyond. As one

beauty. The minimal chic decor is inspired by

of the most celebrated luxury hotels in Venice, Italy,

traditional Sardinian workmanship.

every inch of this iconic hideaway is guaranteed to
enchant.
The Michelin starred gastronomy, charming stadd
and the only Olympic-sized swimming pool in the
city feature modern sophistication.
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VILLA TRIPI IBIZA

VILLA CUPOLLA
MARBELLA

This amazing property for rent with wonderful
uninterrupted views in Cala Conta, San Jose is one
of Ibiza’s best villas. Ibiza Town and its airport is 25
minutes from the private villa, San Jose is 15 minutes
away and the beach only five minutes.

Marbella is a city and resort area on southern Spain’s
Costa del Sol, part of the Andalusia region. The Sierra
Blanca Mountains are the backdrop to 27 km of
sandy Mediterranean beaches, villas, hotels, and golf
courses. West of Marbella town, the Golden Mile of
prestigious nightclubs and coastal estates leads to
Puerto Banús marina, filled with luxury yachts, and
surrounded by upmarket boutiques and bars.

Located in the one of the most sought after location
in Ibiza and with ultra-modern finishes and stunning
designs, this villa is a true dream come true. The villa is
set in a large plot of land of 12.000sqm that includes
100 palm trees and various unique sculptures and
modern art pieces.

Villa Cupolla at Marbella is an amazing property located
right in front of the beach. The villa is fully equiped with
the most high- tech and luxurious amenities, including
an infinite pool with perfect Mediterannean views.

Seven individually designed and very spacious double
en suite bedrooms offer total comfort and privacy.
The master bedroom has balcony access and enjoys
striking sea views towards Es Vedra.
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VILLA CHRISTINA
PORTO FINO

VILLA SHARDANA
PORTO CERVO

This property is 1 minute walk from the beach. Just
5 minutes’ walk from Rapallo’s seafront and castle,
Villa Cristina is a family-run property with restaurant.
It offers classic rooms with wood floors, satellite TV
and private bathrooms.

An exclusive deluxe luxury property in the heart of
the Costa Smeralda, in Porto Cervo, on the northeast coast of Sardinia and just forty minutes’ drive
from the international airport, is a stunning holiday
luxury rental.

Villa Cristina offers a small number of rooms, some
of which have a terrace overlooking Rapallo Castle.
It serves a sweet Italian breakfast each morning,
guests also have discounted rates at Casa Italia
restaurant.

The sparkling 200 sq. m villa, secreted in the gardens
of the area’s exclusive 5-star deluxe hotel, nestles
into its lush environment blending into the landscape
under the camouflage of it unique grass-roof lawn.
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REGENCY CASINO
MONT PARNAIS

GRANDE ALBERGO
DELLE ROSE

The Mont Parnes hotel, hanging at an elevation of

The Grande Albergo delle Rose was christened the

1055 meters on top of picturesque mount Parnitha,

“Dream of the East”, as it became the top attraction

was one of the most interesting buildings of its era.

of the international jet set of the time.Casino Rodos

The magnificent inauguration was carried out in

S.A. eventually undertook its usage in the beginning

1961.

of 1999, promising to give back the glamour, beauty

The hotel’s operation started initially under the

and distinction that it epitomised in the past.

authority of HTO (Hellenic Tourism Organization),

This promise was upheld with the rebirth of the

but during the ‘60s its management changed many

legend, the Grande Albergo delle Rose, which will

times with limited success. The status changed

certainly create a new era for itself by continuing on

dramatically in 1971 when the first Greek Casino

the same brilliant path of the past and uphold the

was built at the Mont Parnes facilities operating

revolutionary standards that it has set for the service

together with a hotel.

and tourism industry.

The ‘70s was the golden era of Mont Parnes with
exceptional guests, an aristocratic atmosphere and
glittering, luxurious facilities.

REGENCY CASINO
THESSALONIKI

CLUB HOTEL
CASINO LOUTRAKI

Conveniently situated adjacent to Thessaloniki

Inside the premises of Club Hotel Casino Loutraki

Airport - Makedonia and just one kilometre from

is housed one of the most luxurious Casinos.

the Hyatt Regency Thessaloniki, the casino in

Europe’s leading Casino opens its doors and

Thessaloniki is set amongst 75,000 square metres

welcomes you to its comfortable and welcoming

of magnificently manicured gardens, creating

venues Experience the thrill of the game and let it

a stunning environment that offers the visitor a

excite you 24 hours a day.

breathtaking world of entertainment and excitement.

Welcome

to

a

whole

world

of

recreation,

Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week,

entertainment and relaxation, a breath away from

Regency Casino provides its guests with an array of

Athens. Luxury, high design, unparalleled quality

gaming options that is unrivalled in Europe, ranging

of service and countless choices create the ideal

from state-of-the-art slots to traditional table games

destination for dreamy getaways from everyday life.

such as American roulette, blackjack, punto banco
and poker.
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PERSONAL
SHOPPING
AT ATTICA STORES
With its high-end portfolio of international and local
high-end brands, Attica provides to their clients a
unique shopping experience within the VIP Rooms
available inside the luxurious department stores in
the location of City Link in Athens. From the very first
personal style consultation to the whole shopping
experience, everything is taken care of by Attica’s
fashion experts in order for the clients to get the
most out of their shopping experience.
Personal shopping is a tailor-made service for clients
who want to have a unique, personalized service
according to their own needs, where they can have
a special treatment and enjoy a refreshment during
this quintessential experience. Attica organizes also
the delivery of the purchases directly to the hotel or
to any address requested in the city, in order for the
client to purchase comfortably and take the most
out of this exclusive experience.

ATTICA STORES

The service is By Appointment only and it is possible
to book it by calling the following contact:

Attica is the leading fashion destination in Greece, a onestop-shop for designer brands in Athens and Thessaloniki.

Attica City Link
9 Panepistimiou str., Athens, 4th floor,
Tel.: +30 211 180282

With the flagship store housed in City Link, a historical building near Syntagma Square in the center of Athens, and two more
stores in Maroussi (northern suburbs of Athens) and in Thessaloniki (within Mediterranean Cosmos Shopping Center), attica
offers complete sections of women’s, men’s and children’s fashion wear, footwear, beauty and accessories along with a
wide range of excellent, personalized services.
Built according to international standards, with unique window displays and an immaculate interior architecture, attica is
equivalent to the high-end aesthetics found in established department stores such as Harvey Nichols, Harrods, Gallery
Lafayette, etc.
Utilize our Luxury Concierge Fashion Experts to embark on a glamorous personal shopping experience in Athens, Thessaloniki
or even Mykonos, in collaboration with some of the best Greek style advisers & fashion designers.
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ZOLOTAS
In the neoclassical Athens of 1895, near the edge of Acropolis, at Aiolou Street, a 21-year-old visionary made his first

There is no mystery
about a Girard-Perregaux,

steps towards success. Years after, he managed to establish his brand as the most historic jewelry factory in Greece.
From a brilliant apprenticeship to the most important atelier in Paris, Mr Efthimios Zolotas has gained all the knowledge and
experience needed. His vision: to create a new Greek house to welcome and serve the Athenian audience with the prestige,
offering them elegant pieces of European requirements. Zolotas immediately captured the high society of Athens, which, with

simply more than two centuries of craftsmanship
and a perpetual commitment to perfection.

its eclectic taste, embraces the historic first store of Aiolou street.
The 21st century has found the famous jewelry brand Zolotas, facing new challenges. The phenomenon of globalization has
generated the need of inspiration. The craftsmen of the house create jewelry remaining faithful to their traditions. Modern
collections such as Entasis- with Doric inspired jewelry in 18ct gold, with or without diamonds-continue to fully embody the
timeless technical and aesthetic requirements.
Nowadays, Zolotas maintaining the family character as part of the success, continues the the thousand-year legacy. Mr
George Papalexis, after completing his studies in jewelry in Paris, in 2009, assumes the role of the new artistic director,
drawing inspiration from the personality of the founder of the house.
Being a connoisseur of the stylistic power and the frenzied creativity of the house, he undertakes to remodel the image,
while always respecting its unique identity. He restores some old creations, by emphasizing on the thematic inspirations of
architectural rhythms. The diamond dominates and new collections, which are made by yellow, white, black and pink gold,

ΑΘΗΝΑ • ΨYXIKO • ΜΑΡΟΥΣΙ • ΚΗΦΙΣΙΑ

have been created.
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AQUADOSE
Marilly Kopsini is the founder and designer of the
swimwear brand “AQUADOSE”. The brand was
introduced in 2017 and has already managed to get
into the Greek and Cypriot markets.
All the designs are sophisticated, classic and
minimal and they perfectly depict the definition of
“Greek summer”. Dazzling white – characteristic of
Cycladic architecture, the golden color of the sandy
Greek beaches and the deep blue of the sea, are
some of the main colors used in the SS17 collection.

FF GROUP
NAMMOS VILLAGE

FOLLI FOLLIE:
Folli Follie is an international lifestyle fashion brand which designs, manufactures and distributes jewellery, watches and
fashion accessories, that uplift the style of women worldwide. Folli Follie creates fashion in 30 countries with more than 630
selling points on a global basis.

“Shopping Revolution”

ZEGNA:

Nammos

The Ermenegildo Zegna Group is a leading luxury menswear brand and one of the most renowned in Italy. Founded in 1910
in Trivero, in the Biella Alps, by the young entrepreneur Ermenegildo, whose vision was to ethically create the world’s finest
textiles through innovation Founded in 1910 in Trivero, in the Biella Alps, by the young entrepreneur Ermenegildo, whose
vision was to ethically create the world’s finest textiles through innovation and the sourcing of the noblest fibers directly from
their markets of origin, the company is managed today by the fourth generation of the Zegna family with Gildo Zegna as CEO.
Ermenegildo Zegna celebrated 100 years of excellence in 2010. Today there are 525 Zegna stores (298 company-owned)
in over 100 countries around the world.

is

itrnoducing

the

most

amazing

shopping experience across the Mediterranean,
Nammos village, a fashion and style revolution. A
groundbreaking shopping village awaits stylish
people from around the globe to discover fashionforward clothes, absolutely essential accessories
and inspirational art objects housed in the boutiques
surrounded by botanical gardens. Nammos villa

COLLECTIVE:

combines the biggest and best know international

In Collective Stores, they want to offer young people the opportunity to choose trendy clothes and stuff that suit their
personality, that they feel good in and that make them diversify among the crowd. They aim the most demanding, chic
and sophisticated consumers, who want to express their provocative personality. The C logo of the Collective Concept is
made from a diamond that symbolizes and guarantees the priceless value of the selections. The name Collective states the
explosive power and energy that arise from the cooperation of the fashion wear team of experts and the most successful
international designer brands.

luxury and fashion brands, contemporary Greek
designers and exceptional modern art all set in a
tranquil, beautifully landscaped shopping village.

Some of the most important brands that can be found within the Collective Stores are: Armani Jeans, Calvin Klein Jeans,
Polo Ralph Lauren, Converse, G star, Ted Baker, Scotch & Soda, Juicy, UGG and a lot more.
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SOHO SOHO
SOHO SOHO”, established in 2001 in Mykonos, is today the most dynamic multi brand chain store in the Greek Fashion
Market, hosting leading US and European clothing designers for both Women and Men.
Followed by Kifissia, Glyfada, Santorini and Spetses with the clientele from the domestic as well as the international jet set
constantly expanding...
After eleven years Soho-Soho decided to take the next step and launched its e-shop: www.sohosohoboutique.com
Now Soho-Soho introduces an exclusive online shopping experience, the new Click & Select service!
Our new Click & Select service offers all the benefits of shopping online with the added convenience of receiving your order
for free and with no obligation to buy the selected items. We can also provide a personal shopper who can help you pick out
an outfit for a special occasion or find items that fit your personal style.

DOUSMANI 18, GLYFADA
T: +30 210 894 7969
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Visit now our website at www.sohosohoboutique.com and experience the new application by clicking the Click & Select icon.

ELENA SYRAKA
With studies in fashion, jewellery design and gemology in Athens and Paris, Elena Syraka is known for the uniqueness
of the forms of her creations. Due to their, often dramatic character, Elena has regularly been called upon to create
pieces for the cinema and theatre. It is her passion though, for ancient myths and civilizations that has defined her
aesthetics. Due to her unique ability to skillfully merge styles and cultures, Elena is creating Jewellery that offers a
fresh and contemporary interpretation of ancient symbols. Her pieces, all made in 18k Gold have become modern
must haves.

Aθήνα: Καραγεώργη Σερβίας 2, Πλ. Συντάγματος, Τ. 210 32 47 222
Θεσσαλονίκη: Προξένου Κορομηλά 54, Τ. 2310 239 900
Κύπρος: Λ. Αρχ. Μακαρίου Γ’ 57, Λευκωσία, Τ: (+357) 977 26 781

WWW.PRIMALICIA.COM
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SAMER HALIMEH
In its short history, Samer Halimeh has unearthed
some of the rarest diamonds on the face of the
earth. The continuous pursuit to push the limits of
excellence and irradiate jewels to their supreme
potential attracts and excites the world’s most
discerning buyers.
The feat of discovering and crafting the renowned

On the outside, you may appear strong, successful and
confident, but on the inside you often feel frustrated, angry
and anxious, overwhelmed by life’s relentless onslaught of
details, problems, alternatives, considerations...

Ocean Blue diamond has marked Samer Halimeh
at the zenith of the luxury jewelry industry.
Samer’s legacy has begun but it is far from over.
There is more to be said, more to be written, more

The gnawing tightness in your stomach builds, you feel
paralyzed by indecision and the feeling of being lost.

to be done and more to experience; at the very
essence of it all remains an insatiable desire for

Chronic indecisiveness can be one of the toughest
psychological demons to banish and can cause havoc in
our personal and professional life.

growth and longevity.
Today, Samer has made a name for himself as
one of the world’s leading diamond traders. His

The question is: Have you had enough yet?

creations have been auctioned at Sotheby’s and

Are you ready to gain clarity, make the right decisions and,
unleash your full potential?

Christie’s; other masterpieces have appeared on
the red carpet and some are in the hands of royalty.

If so, then you are at the right place, at the right time to ‘TAKE
CHARGE’ of your career, your life and most importantly,
your Self.

He is well-travelled with a strong cultural and
historical awareness - an advantage that helps him
deal with diverse demands: His clientele ranges

The ALKISTIS Method® The World’s Most Powerful Method
in the World for Self-Leadership® is the solution for you!

worldwide, from Arabia to Western Europe to
Russia and the Far East.

It is the first-ever method of leadership development in

He has mastered the complex, intimate, multifaceted

the world, that effectively integrates modern scientific,
evidence-based techniques of neuro-coaching, with the
ageless wisdom of ancient Greek philosophy.® Applied in
practice, The ALKISTIS Method® can lead to both personal
happiness and professional excellence -what the ancient
Greeks called ‘Aristeia’®.
So where do you begin?
1. 
Find out more about The ALKISTIS Method®,
The World’s Most Powerful Method in the World for SelfLeadership® by downloading a FREE 10-page report
summary of Dr. Agio’s classic book, TAKE CHARGE from
www.alkistis.net
2. Book a private event for up to 12 people on your yacht,
resort, villa or other suitable space here in Greece or
abroad www.alkistis.net/events.html
3. G
 o ahead an book a 2-hour private Life-Transformation
Session (skype or in person) with Dr. Alkistis Agio, SelfLeadership Coach to CEOs & VIPs to transform your life
forever. www.alkistis.net/sessions1.html

process of diamond trading precisely because he
started an outsider and worked his way into the
‘inner circle’.

Results You Can Expect with The ALKISTIS Method®:
• Harness your greatest fears and weaknesses.
• Become an influential and effective leader.
• Embody and articulate your values, purpose and vision.
• Make positive, balanced decisions that lead to optimal results.
• Become your most powerful, self based on your authenticity.
• Achieve authentic happiness & success.
• Manage Conflict Better.
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Nicholas Liber, was a close friend with some of the most important Greek rockpersonalities
such as Mr Dimitris Poulikakos, Mr Pavlos Sidiropoulos and the poet Mrs Giola Anagnostopoulou.
In 1989, MTV has discovered Nicholas Liber and his great talent. He was the first Greek citizen, ever
presented in the famous British channel.
Nicholas Liber has embraced Buddhism. Furthermore, the latest years of his life, he has led himself to
spiritual life. He painted “supernatural” and “psychedelic” maps,where he pointed places with lost or hidden
treasures. As he used to say: “ We allhave a hidden treasure deeply inside, that awaits to be discovered;
and that is the goal of the maps that lead to all the magical islands. They aim to remind us their existence
and to motivate us to look for them.
”Famous paintings from his art career, are exhibited within our new Hilton Athens flagship store as well as
our headquarters in Akadimias Street.
For more information please contact our expertise concierge team.

Nicholas Liber 1956-2013
Nicholas Liberopoulos, also known as Nicholas Liber, is one of the greatest and mostimportant painters in
Greece. He was born in Athens, in 1956. He studied graphic art& design in Athens and Amsterdam. He first
published his work within the art papers “Kouros” and “Panderma” of Mr Leonidas Christakis. A few years
later, he moved to Johannesburg, where he held his first exhibition.
Since his first years, he expressed his passion and he started drawing his thoughtsand vision on canvas.
During the era of dictatorship, he exhibited his paintings in the legendary music store, Pop 11. He frequently
used to visit the Golden Key (Xryso Kleidi) and all the famous rock spots in the district area of Plaka. In
that way he managed to associate with the Hellenic psychedelia and the Hellenic Underground. During the
period of the political changeover, Nicholas Liber was part of the Octopus team. Octopus, was the first
artistic group that has been formed in Exarchia, after the fall of the Greek Military Junta. A few years later,
he had the honor to be part of the Trypa magazine, that was published by Mr Teos Romvos.
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PBP LAW FIRM

Pavlopoulos Benetatos Pappas is an Athens based commercial law firm offering individualised advisory and
contentious legal services with a focus on solving problems, providing solutions and getting results.
Company’s client base is made up of prominent Greek and international companies from the public and private
sector, as well as high-net worth individuals.
PBP firm provides a complete range of legal services on all aspects of setting up and running a business from start to
finish. We understand that our clients’ businesses are distinctive and that their requirements and goals are individual
to them.
Real Estate Practice offers a broad spectrum of advice and representation to all participants in this sector, including
financing institutions, construction companies, property developers and private individuals, and counts many of the

STEPEVI

leading Greek and international hotel and leisure companies among our clients.
Shipping Practice advises owners, operators, P&I Clubs, banks, financial institutions, private investors and underwriters,
in contentious and non-contentious work arising in the areas of shipping and yachting.

1919 Istanbul. A family enterprise was born into the carpet-making industry that had not changed for centuries. Built
upon a foundation of creativity and desire to make rugs as a key element of interior design, the company became the
market leader over three generations of successful enterprise.
Deep carpet culture embedded in the country, city and family roots is reborn with STEPEVI with a strong focus on
refined collection of modern luxurious rugs and home accessories. From the success of the parent company STEP
in Istanbul, STEPEVI is in a proud position to further re-define rugs across the world with a wealth of experience
and expertise in the world’s rug making capital. Combining traditional rug making techniques with new technology,
STEPEVI is a pioneering interiors brand with innovative collections inspired by the latest fashion colors and textures.
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POLIS HAMMAM
Authentic Traditional Hammam

DON BARBER & GROOM
DON Barber & Groom is a luxury, new age barber shop located in Kolonaki, the center of Athens.
In a highly relaxing and modern ambiance, men can enjoy high level services such as haircuts, shaving, beard
trimmings, manicure, pedicure, facial treatments, relaxing massages and many more. While waiting, one can enjoy
a fine espresso or a drink at DON’S “bar in a shop” or learn more about the huge collection of barbering, body and
facial products, perfumes, jewelry and men accessories available in DON Barber & Groom.
Our staff consists of 15 people, all ready to offer you a unique “barbering service” experience.
Welcome to DON’s world!!!

SERVICES
• Hammam Rituals
• Massage Therapies
• Body Care / Facials
• Sauna

• Bride & Groom Package
• Parties / Bachelors
• Gift Vouchers
• VIP Rituals

Rexal. Refresh. Renew. Naturally.
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Athens
6-8, Auliton Str., 105 54, Psurri • Contact: (+30) 210 321 20 20
Kalamaria 40, Konstantinou Karamanli Str., 551 32 • Contact: (+30) 2310 488 216

www.polis-hammam.gr

ENDOCRINOLOGY
AN AESTHETIC
ENDOCRINOLOGY

IOANNIS LYRAS MD
The hottest club in Athens is a Plastic Surgery office,
many would probably say Dr Lyras Plastic Surgery
office in Downtown Athens.
Dr Lyras has came back from Rio De Janeiro Brazil

Endocrinology is the science which I have been

where he got his artistic knowledge of Aesthetic

serving for many years, and for a number of those

and Reconstructive Plastic Surgery few years ago.

years I’ve been dealing with esthetic endocrinology

Upon his return to Greece Dr Lyras created the

as well.

concept ‘Brazilian beauty with a European Style’,

As president of the First Mediterranean Congress

creating «New Ideas based on Classical Ideals» of

of Thermal Medicine in 2006 and in 2007, I spoke

beauty and harmony.

on thermalism in Greece at the World Federation
of Hydrotherapy and Climatotherapy (FEMTEC)

So, Dr Lyras new concept is the new Brazilian

congress.

way of feeling and looking fit. Inside his clinic you
will see actresses, singers, middle and high class

In addition, I have organized congresses on Thermal

well dressed women, pretty teenagers with their

Medicine and a number of global conferences on

mothers wanting to start a beautiful life. All of these

aesthetics (CIDESCO), about endocrinology and

beautiful people searing the modern culture of self-

medical thermalism as complementary therapy.

confidence, self-dignity-self-respect... a new way of

Because I believe that the medical requires a holistic

feeling good and looking good.

approach.

In Dr Lyras clinic you will do everything for beauty!!

Greece has been known for its important thermal

“FACE VALUE”

springs since ancient times.

Face lift, Face & Neck mini-lifts, Aesthetic & functional

And this is very important for a luxury medical

rhinoplasty,

experience.

Otoplasty (Ear corrections), Threading (provisory

Blepharoplasty

(eye

lid

surgery),

mini face lift), Injectable aesthetic therapies (fillers)
and Botox.
Dr Pari Rapti

“BODY WORK”

Endocrinologist

Breast enlargement, Breast reduction, Breast

57 Vas. Sofias Ave

lift, Breast reconstruction, Gynaecomastia, Body

(Hilton Area)

contouring - (liposuction) Classical & new (mini)

Tel: 210-7219660

abdominoplasty, Skin needling for resurfacing and

pari@rapti.gr

skin tightening e.t.c.
And it is true the hottest club is in Town.

Ioannis Lyras MD
Director, plastic surgery
Honorary Consul of Brazil in Piraeus. Greece.
www.ioannislyras.gr
www.lifting.gr
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RESIDENCY & CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT

Christos Vardikos is an Athens based Attorney at Law and the Consul of the Commonwealth of Dominica
in Greece, acting also as Special Advisor on Maritime Affairs to the Honorable Prime Minister of the
Commonwealth of Dominica, representing also the Dominica Ship and Yacht Registry in Greece. (www.
dominicaconsulategreece.com).
He is a Member of the Athens Bar Association (Accredited to the Supreme Court) and has published
extensively articles on various aspects of Greek Law.
He has presented papers in more than twenty international conferences for topics related on Immigration
with emphasis on Residency/Citizenship by Investment and Maritime Law.
He manages the boutique law firm Vardikos & Vardikos (http://vardikos.com/) with associated offices in
Cyprus, Malta and Dominica. Vardikos & Vardikos acts as Government Authorized/Marketing Agent for the
Citizenship by Investment programs of Dominica, Grenada, Antigua & Barbuda.
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ONDECK IS PUBLISHED IN ENGLISH FOUR TIMES PER YEAR AND
IS AVAILABLE ALL OVER GREECE, AT SELECTED PRESS POINTS,
YACHT CLUBS AND PREMIUM MARINAS

ONDECK covers news from the worldwide shipyard community
with emphasis on sailing and motor boats longer than 9 meters.
The yachts featured in each issue are accompanied by technical
articles, travel stories, marketing reports and financial analyses by
our contributing editors.
www.skipperondeck.gr, sales@skipperondeck.gr
SUBSCRIPTIONS info@skipperondeck.gr
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